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INFINITE TYPE FLAT SURFACE MODELS OF ERGODIC
SYSTEMS
Abstract. We propose a general framework for constructing and de-
scribing infinite type flat surfaces of finite area. Using this method, we
characterize the range of dynamical behaviors possible for the vertical
translation flows on such flat surfaces. We prove a sufficient condition for
ergodicity of this flow and apply the condition to several examples. We
present specific examples of infinite type flat surfaces on which the trans-
lation flow exhibits dynamical phenomena not realizable by translation
flows on finite type flat surfaces.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we develop a way of constructing flat surfaces out of com-
binatorial objects - namely, weighted, ordered, bi-infinite Bratteli diagrams
(these terms are defined in §4). The motivation is three-fold: to introduce
a new method for producing examples of flat surfaces of infinite genus and
finite area; to construct specific examples of translation flows on flat surfaces
that exhibit interesting dynamical properties heretofore not observed on flat
surfaces; and to develop techniques to explore the dynamics of these flows.
1.1. Statement of results. We view a large class of flat surfaces as each
consisting of a collection of rectangles whose edge identifications are deter-
mined by (possibly infinite) interval exchange transformations coming from
cutting and stacking constructions (defined in Section §5). Generalizations
of Bratteli diagrams and adic maps on Bratteli diagrams, which we will call
simply “diagrams,” serve as combinatorial descriptions of these flat surfaces.
We develop a “dictionary” (see Table 6.1) that translates between the lan-
guages of diagrams and flat surfaces.
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By importing tools and techniques from ergodic theory, we can use dia-
grams to construct flat surfaces whose translation flows exhibit a wide range
of dynamical behaviors. In particular, some infinite type finite area sur-
faces arising through this technique have dynamical properties that are not
possible for translation flows on finite type flat surfaces:
Theorem 1.1. There exist flat surfaces of finite area and infinite genus
whose translation flows
• are mixing (§7.1), or
• have positive topological entropy (§7.2.3), or
• are minimal and have uncountably many ergodic invariant probability
measures (§7.2.2).
We note that although we have shown the existence of a mixing translation
flow, we do not know of a concrete example. We conjecture that a specific
surface has a mixing translation flow in Conjecture 7.8.
Not only do diagrams allow us to construct individual flat surfaces with
specific properties, the ability to import theorems from ergodic theory to the
field of flat surfaces allows us to characterize the wide range of dynamical
behaviors possible for flat surfaces. By translating a theorem of Krengel
through the “dictionary,” we prove the following:
Theorem 1.2. Any finite entropy, finite measure-preserving flow on a stan-
dard Lebesgue space is measure-theoretically isomorphic to the translation
flow on a flat surface built from at most two rectangles by isometrically iden-
tifying intervals in the boundaries of the rectangles.
In Theorem 8.4, we prove a criterion for ergodicity of the vertical trans-
lation flow on flat surfaces built from diagrams according to our technique.
This result is an application of a criterion in [42] for the ergodicity for trans-
lation flows on flat surfaces of finite area. The precise statement of Theorem
8.4 is fairly technical, so we will state here only a “non-technical” version.
However, we first introduce some concepts and notation.
We will describe how, from any bi-infinite Bratteli diagram B and two
weight functions w± (which roughly correspond to invariant measures, see
Definition 4.15) one can construct a flat surface S(B, w±) (this is detailed
in §6). There is a renormalization operation (described in detail in §6.3)
which is manifested as the shift σ of the diagram, which we denote here by
σ(B, w±). The map σ shifts the indices of the diagram B by one and rescales
the weight functions w+ and w− by numbers which depend on w±. There is
an affine, hyperbolic diffeomorphism between the surfaces S(σ(B, w±)) and
S(B, w±) (Proposition 6.3) which relates their geometries. Therefore, given
a surface S(B, w±), iterating the shifting operation yields a countable family
of surfaces {S(σk(B, w±))}k.
“Non-technical” statement of Theorem 8.4. Let S(B, w±) be a flat
surface obtained from a diagram B with transverse measures given by w±.
If there exists a subsequence ki → ∞ such that geometry of the surfaces
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S(σki(B, w±)) does not “degenerate too quickly” (as measured in terms of a
summability condition of geometric quantities), then the vertical flow from
any surface constructed from (B, w±) is ergodic with respect to the Lebesgue
measure.
The full, technical statement is Theorem 8.4 in Section 8. This criterion
is useful both because it allows us to detect ergodicity in flat surfaces and
because, by translating it from the field of flat surfaces into the realm of
diagrams, it provides a new criterion for the ergodicity of adic transforma-
tions. In §8.2.1-8.2.2 we use this result to prove the ergodicity of examples
of infinite interval exchange transformations which are, to the best of our
knowledge, outside the purview of other techniques for proving ergodicity.
We believe that under additional hypotheses the criterion given by Theorem
8.4 can be upgraded to yield to unique ergodicity, and we hope this to be
the subject of a future paper.
The spirit of the proof of Theorem 8.4 is that if the geometry of an evolv-
ing surface under the Teichmu¨ller deformation (see (2)) can be controlled
sufficiently well, then the translation flow on the surface is ergodic with re-
spect to the Lebesgue measure. In this paper, we show that through the
process of cutting and stacking (realized as a shift on the diagram) we can
keep track of the evolving geometry of the flat surface. This process can be
seen as a generalization of Rauzy-Veech induction ([37, 36, 44]), a classical
tool for studying the dynamics of translation flows on compact flat surfaces.
Well-known examples of flat surfaces of infinite type, including the surface
described by Chamanara in [16] and the Arnoux-Yoccoz-Bowman surface in-
vestigated in [10], arise via our technique as surfaces associated to relatively
simple diagrams. In §8.2.3, we obtain the ergodicity of the horizontal and
vertical translation flows on the Arnoux-Yoccoz-Bowman surface as an appli-
cation of Corollary 8.10. In a detailed example illustrating the connections
established in the dictionary, in §2 we show the explicit connection between
Chamanara’s surfaces, p-adic odometers, and certain cutting and stacking
transformations.
1.2. Related work. The connection between the dynamics of flows on
surfaces of infinite genus and suspensions over cutting and stacking maps
was previously observed in [4]. The authors use suspensions over cutting
and stacking maps to realize aperiodic measure-preserving flows, and then
“smooth out” the curvature at “cone points” to obtain measurably isomor-
phic C∞ flows on open 2-manifolds. Our approach is similar to the approach
in [4], paying special attention to guarantee that the resulting surface has
a flat surface structure. In order to achieve this, however, our construction
has significantly more structure: we need the orders given to the Bratteli
diagram (see §4.1) in order to pin down the topology of the surface and we
need another Bratteli diagram (or cutting and stacking transformation), to
define the heights of the function under which a special flow is built. This
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extra structure is useful in at least two ways. First, the construction un-
ambiguously yields a unique flat surface for which the translation flow in
any direction is defined for almost every point. Secondly, assuming that we
have a bi-infinite Bratteli diagram as opposed to a standard Bratteli diagram
allows our shift (renormalization) operation to seem more natural since it
can be thought of as renormalization dynamics in the space of all bi-infinite
diagrams (an idea already considered in [14], although in less generality).
In [14], Bufetov introduced the notion of studying the dynamics of trans-
lation flows through their models of asymptotic foliations over Markov com-
pacta (which is the analogue of space of infinite paths on a Bratteli diagram
here). What we do in this paper is very similar in spirit, and is a continuation
and generalization of the point of view introduced in [14], but our goals are
different: whereas [14] are mostly interested in studying limit distributions
of translation flows on compact surfaces and [12, 13] is concerned with limit
theorems of flows over symbolic systems, we are interested in developing a
theory connecting symbolic systems (Vershik automorphisms) obtained from
bi-infinite Bratteli diagrams with flat surfaces of finite and infinite genus. It
is known that any compact flat surface can be recovered through a Brat-
teli diagram of a very specific type which is dictated from the Rauzy-Veech
induction [25]. The flat surfaces that arise via the construction described
here are, in most cases, of infinite topological type. Flat surfaces of infinite
genus have been the focus of a great deal of recent research activity (e.g.
[18, 16, 30, 27, 19, 10, 35, 28, 24, 42]). One of the challenges currently faced
by researchers is the lack of a general, concrete theory for non-compact flat
surfaces (i.e. how to define a moduli space of infinite type flat surfaces, how
to describe and parametrize such surfaces, etc.). It is through the dictio-
nary developed here that we can construct new examples and discover new
phenomena which is unique to flat surfaces of infinite genus. Moreover, it
may be the first steps towards building a theory of flat surfaces of finite area
which includes both surfaces of finite and infinite genus. A comparison be-
tween the dictionary established here in Table 6.1 and that of Bufetov’s [14,
§1.9.2] reflects the similarities of the constructions and differences in aims.
Other criteria for the ergodicity of adic transformations exist (see, for ex-
ample, [22, 21, 7, 8]), all relying on Perron-Frobenius tools. Consequently,
most impose restrictions on the Bratteli diagrams used to define the trans-
formations, requiring, for example, that the Bratteli diagram be stationary
or have a uniformly bounded number of vertices in each level. The criterion
in [22], which is the most general of the Perron-Frobenius based criteria,
requires certain connectivity restrictions which render it inapplicable to sys-
tems such as the Chacon middle third transformation, which we treat in
§6.2 (see also Remark 8.3). One of the strengths of Theorem 8.4 is that we
do not impose any restrictions on the Bratteli diagram beyond the connec-
tivity which is necessary for ergodicity. Although Theorem 8.4 yields only
ergodicity (as opposed to unique ergodicity of other methods) it may detect
ergodicity of one measure even when a system is not uniquely ergodic.
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1.3. Questions. This paper gives rise to several possible directions for fu-
ture research and we briefly summarize three of them.
• Finite truncations of diagrams corresponded surfaces of finite type, so
diagrams hint at a “moduli space” encompassing translation surfaces
of both finite and infinite type, and in which infinite type surfaces
are limits of sequences of finite type surfaces. How could one define
a “moduli space of flat surfaces” that includes surfaces of both finite
and infinite type?
• This paper only considers translation flows in the horizontal and
vertical directions. What is the relationship between a diagram and
the dynamics of translation flows in directions other than horizontal
and vertical on the associated flat surface?
• What role dimension groups play in this geometric interpretation
of adic transformations via flat surfaces? It is known that there is
a deep connection between states of dimension groups and certain
invariant measures of adic transformations [26].
1.4. Organization. The paper is organized as follows. Section §2 presents
an example which illustrates some central concepts and spirit of the pa-
per. Sections §3-5 summarize the necessary background material for flat
surfaces, Bratteli diagrams and cutting and stacking transformations, re-
spectively. We give extensive background in these sections to make the
paper self-contained, since the reader which is very familiar with flat sur-
faces may not be as familiar with Bratteli diagrams, and vice versa. These
concepts come together in §6, where we describe how to construct a unique
flat surface from a bi-infinite Bratteli diagram along with two orders and a
weight function, and develop a dictionary, which is summarized in Table 6.1
on page 31. Section §6.2 covers an examples which illustrates our construc-
tion. In 6.3 we describe the renormalization tool obtained by the interaction
between deforming the surface and shifting the Bratteli diagram. Section
§7 presents a translation flow realization theorem (Theorem 7.1) as well as
exhibits examples demonstrating the range of new phenomena appearing for
translation flows on surfaces of infinite type. In §8 we state and prove The-
orem 8.4, and then apply it to many different systems, some of which have
appeared in the literature before, but many of which have not.
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2. Example: Odometers and Chamanara’s surfaces
In this example, we identify Chamanara’s surface [16], one of the first and
best-known examples of a flat surface of infinite genus and finite area, with
suspensions of the dyadic odometer. We then use techniques from the field
of flat surfaces to deduce the classical result that the dyadic odometer is
ergodic. (A crucial ingredient in our proof of Theorem 8.4, a condition guar-
anteeing ergodicity, will be the use of renormalization maps, which in this
example are manifested as the uniformly hyperbolic Baker’s transformation.)
We now list five descriptions of the dyadic odometer, the last of which is
Chamanara’s surface.
Figure 1. Chamanara’s surface. The length of an edge la-
beled Ai or Bi is 2
−i.
Description 1. The dyadic odometer is the map Φ : X → X, where
X = {0, 1}N, defined as addition by 1 in base two of .1000 . . . with infinite
carry to the right. The dyadic odometer is a minimal, non weak-mixing, and
uniquely ergodic transformation of the Cantor set X.
Description 2. The directed graph in Figure 2 is a Bratteli diagram for the
dyadic odometer (Bratteli diagrams will be defined in §4.1). The space X
can be identified with the space of all infinite paths starting at the vertex V0
and moving uniformly downwards along the diagram. The dyadic odometer
can be defined as a homeomorphisms of the space of all infinite paths on this
diagram. This is an example of an adic transformation.
Description 3. Define a map B : X → [0, 1] by B(a) = ∑∞i=1 ai2−i.
Outside a countable set of X, this mapping is a bijection onto I = [0, 1]\P ,
where P is some countable subset of [0, 1]. Consider the map R : I → I
defined by R(x) = B ◦ Φ ◦ B−1(x). It is a restriction to I of the map
R¯ : [0, 1]→ [0, 1] defined by
(1) R¯(1− 2−n + x) = 2−(n+1) + x for 0 ≤ x < 2−(n+1), n ∈ N
and R¯(1) = 0. The map R¯ is also known as the Van der Corput map. It is
a piecewise isometry of the unit interval which can also be described as an
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interval exchange transformation on infinitely many intervals. A graph of
the Van der Corput map is found in Figure 2.
Description 4. The map R¯ can also be constructed via the process of
cutting and stacking (which we will define in §5), as follows (see Figure 2).
Consider the interval [0, 1] and cut it into the two disjoint intervals [0, 12)
and [12 , 1). Consider the map T1 : [0,
1
2) → [0, 1] defined as the unique,
orientation-preserving isometry sending 0 to 12 . This map can also be seen
as the map defined by “stacking” the interval [12 , 1) over the interval [0,
1
2),
thereby creating a “tower” made up of two intervals, and mapping a point
x ∈ [0, 12) to the point directly above it in the upper level of the stack.
We now define a map T2 : [0,
3
4)→ [0, 1] with the property that T2|[0, 12 ) =
T1. Considering the tower consisting of the interval [
1
2 , 1) over the interval
[0, 12), we cut this tower into 4 intervals of equal length: [0,
1
4) and [
1
4 ,
1
2) on
the bottom and [12 ,
3
4) and [
3
4 , 1) on top. We now stack the two rightmost
intervals ([14 ,
1
2) and [
3
4 , 1]) on top of the tower created by the leftmost in-
tervals, thereby creating a tower consisting of 4 intervals of length 14 . The
map T2 is defined, for a point x on the three bottom intervals, as its image
by moving up one level on the tower. As such it is a piecewise isometry and
it satisfies T2|[0, 1
2
) = T1.
We can continue this process indefinitely and create a sequence of maps
Tk : [0,
2k−1
2k
) → [0, 1] with the property that Tk+1|[0, 2k−1
2k
]
= Tk. Let T :
[0, 1] → [0, 1] be the pointwise limit of this sequence of maps which maps 1
to 0. The limiting map T coincides with the Van der Corput map (1).
Figure 2. On the left, a Bratteli diagram for the dyadic
odometer. In the middle, the graph of the Van der Corput
map. On the right, the corresponding cutting-and-stacking
representation for the dyadic odometer.
Description 5a. Let us consider the suspension flow φt for the map R¯: it is
the vertical flow generated by the vector field ∂y on the surface S
′ obtained
by gluing edges of unit square [0, 1]2 through the identifications (x, 1) ∼
(R(x), 0). Since R¯ is conjugate to the odometer, the flow φt is non weak-
mixing and uniquely ergodic. Identifying the vertical edges {0, 1} × [0, 1] of
S′2−1 through (1, y) ∼ (0, R(y)) gives us a surface S2−1 (the 2 denotes the fact
that we used the dyadic odometer to construct it). Since we used the dyadic
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Figure 3. Construction of the surface Sp.
odometer twice to obtain the surface S2−1 (once for the identifications along
de horizontal edges, another for identifications along vertical edges), we will
extend the diagram to consider its bi-infinite version, that is, using two copies
of the Bratteli diagram in Figure 2 which are glued at V0: one diagram will
help in giving the identifications Ai along the top/bottom edges while the
other will correspond to identifications Bi along the left/right edges. See
Figure 1.
The horizontal flow on S2−1 is generated by the vector field ∂x is conju-
gated to the vertical flow φt through the involution i : (x, y) 7→ (y, x). The
surface S2−1 is a non-compact surface of infinite genus, has finite area, and
has a flat metric everywhere. Note that the “point” at the corner of the
square is not part of the surface since, by the identifications, it admits no
regular neighborhood.
Description 5b. Let us now consider the construction due to Chamanara of
an infinite family of flat surfaces of infinite genus parametrized by p ∈ (0, 1)
[16] (see Figure 3). Let S = ABA′C be a square centered at the origin in C
such that its sides have length one and the diagonal BC is on the real line.
Set B0 = B and C0 = C. For i ≥ 1 define Bi (respectively B−i, Ci and C−i)
to be the point on the interval BA (respectively BA′, CA and CA′) such
that the length of ABi (respectively A
′B−i, ACi, and A′C−i) is pi for some
0 < p < 1. The sides BiBi+1 and C−(i+1)C−i are identified by a translation.
This identifies all the points of the form B2k+1 and C2k and the points of the
form B2k and C2k+1. We denote the identification map by Qp. The resulting
surface obtained from the above is denoted by Sp = Qp(S) and it is clear
that it is a flat surface of finite area. It is shown in [16, Proposition 9] that
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it is an infinite genus surface with one end. It is also easy to see that it is the
geometric limit of finite genus surfaces: let Sn be the subset of S bounded
from above by CnBn and below by C−nB−n. Then for each n, Snp = Qp(S)
is a translation surface of genus n with two singularities of order n−1. Then
limiting surface Snp −→ Sp is our infinite genus surface with singularities of
infinite order.
The surface S 1
2
constructed through identifications given by the dyadic
odometer (via the conjugacy with the Van der Corput map) is the same
surface as Chamanara’s surface Sp for p =
1
2 . In fact, for any prime p, any
Sp can be constructed in a similar way by suspending the p-adic odometer
(defined as addition by 1 in base p) as we did for the dyadic odometer.
Through this identification we are therefore able to go from statements of
the dynamics of translation flows on flat surfaces of infinite topological type
to statements about the dynamics of the p-adic odometers. For example,
since we know that the dynamics of the odometers are strictly ergodic and
non weak-mixing, then translation flows parallel to the edges of the unit
square used to construct Sp also have the same ergodic properties. It is also
known that the flow is uniquely ergodic for flows in other directions of Sp
for p ∈ Q ∩ (0, 1), and this corresponds to unique ergodicity of a system
which couples two odometers in a very non-trivial way which depends on
the direction of the flow.
We now give a short proof that the dyadic odometer is uniquely ergodic by
applying a result developed for surfaces to the representation of the dyadic
odometer as a flat surface (Description 5a). We may deform the flat surface
S2−1 by uniformly stretching the horizontal direction by a factor of 2 (by the
same deformation taking [0, 1]2 to [0, 2]×[0, 2−1]), compressing in the vertical
direction by a factor of 2−1, cutting it through the vertical line dividing the
rectangle into two pieces of equal area, and stacking the piece on the right
on top of the piece on the left (since these edges are identified, we are not
changing the surface). This is the so-called Baker’s transformation. The
end result of this procedure gives us back the same surface, S2−1 . Therefore,
this procedure of stretching and cutting and stacking induces a uniformly
hyperbolic automorphism of S2−1 . The stable and unstable foliations of this
automorphism coincide with those generated by the vector fields ∂y and
∂x, respectively. Therefore, by [9], these foliations, considered as orbits of
flows, are uniquely ergodic. Since these vector fields generated a system
which is measurably isomorphic to all descriptions of the dyadic odometer,
we conclude that the dyadic odometer is uniquely ergodic.
3. Flat Surfaces
In this section we briefly review necessary concepts from the field of flat
surfaces and Teichmu¨ller dynamics. Two references for this are [47, 23],
although they concentrate exclusively on compact flat surfaces. There is
no standard reference for non-compact flat surfaces (which are the types of
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surfaces with which we mostly deal here) although [41] has relevant results
which apply to general flat surfaces.
A translation surface is a two-dimensional, real manifold S with no bound-
ary such that all transition maps between manifold charts are translations,
i.e., maps of the form z 7→ z+c for some c ∈ C. Because the transition maps
on S are translations, both the Euclidean metric on charts and directions
(e.g. “vertical,” “horizontal,” etc.) are preserved by all transition maps and
hence are well-defined on S. In this paper, we will call such surfaces also flat
surfaces.
More specifically, a flat surface is a Riemann surface S together with a
non-constant closed 1-form α on S that is holomorphic with respect to the
complex structure and is singular at some set of points Σ ⊂ S¯, where S¯ is
some metric completion of S to be described shortly. The set of all points
in S which are zeros of α is the set Σ∩S. We will always assume that S has
empty boundary. The adjective flat describes the fact that we can choose
adapted local coordinates on S −Σ by integrating α which give an atlas for
which the change of charts are given by functions which are translations.
In other words, for p ∈ S − Σ and q in a neighborhood Up of p, the charts
q 7→ z(q) = ∫ qp α maps Up to a neighborhood of the origin in C. The choice of
path from p to q is irrelevant since α is closed and therefore locally exact in
Up since it is simply connected. By pulling back the Euclidean metric on C
we obtain a flat metric on S−Σ. For this metric S¯ is the metric completion
of S. We will denote flat surfaces by pairs of the form (S, α) whenever we
need to emphasize the role of the 1-form α.
Two flat surfaces (S, α) and (S′, α′) are equivalent if there is a biholo-
morphic map f : S → S′ such that f(S) = S′ and f∗α′ = α; i.e. the flat
metric of one can obtained as the pull-back of the flat metric of the other.
All the notions defined hereafter are well-defined for an equivalence class in
that they are invariant under conformal homeomorphism.
There are two distinguished foliations that come with a flat surface (S, α),
called the vertical and horizontal foliations, denoted by Fvα and Fhα , obtained
by integrating the distributions given by the real and imaginary parts of α
in the set S − Σ:
Fvα ≡ 〈ker<(α)〉 and Fhα ≡ 〈ker=(α)〉.
The unit speed parametrizations of the of the vertical and horizontal folia-
tions Fvα and Fhα give us the vertical and horizontal flows on (S, α). These are
translation flows. From now on, we will refer to the vertical flow whenever
we talk about a translation flow.
For any flat surface (S, α), there is a set of deformations of the flat metric
which is parametrized by group SL(2,R). Namely, for A ∈ SL(2,R), the flat
surface given by A·(S, α) is given by post-composing the charts of (S, α) with
A. The image in PSL(2,R) of the stabilizer of this deformation is called the
Veech group of (S, α) and it is denoted SL(S, α). It can be also defined as
the image in PSL(2,R) of the group of derivatives of affine diffeomorphisms
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of (S, α). The action of the one-parameter diagonal subgroup
(2) gt ≡
〈(
et 0
0 e−t
)
: t ∈ R
〉
gives what is called the Teichmu¨ller deformation. We will denote by gt(S, α)
the one-parameter family of flat surfaces obtained from (S, α) through Te-
ichmu¨ller deformations.
Let distt(x, y) denote the distance in gt(S, α) between x and y. Since Σ
is a subset of the metric completion, the metric extends to points in Σ. For
any set A ⊂ S − Σ, the quantity distt(A,Σ) is defined as the value of the
infimum inf{distt(x, y) | x ∈ A, y ∈ Σ}, which roughly measures the distance
of the closest point in A to the ideal boundary of S −Σ, i.e., the distance of
the closets point of A to the singularities Σ. We will use the following result
proved in [42].
Theorem 3.1. Let (S, α) be a flat surface of finite area. Suppose that for
any η > 0 there exist a function t 7→ ε(t) > 0, a one-parameter family of
subsets
Sε(t),t =
Ct⊔
i=1
Sit
of S made up of Ct < ∞ path-connected components, each homeomorphic
to a closed orientable surface with boundary, and functions t 7→ Dit > 0, for
1 ≤ i ≤ Ct, such that for
Γi,jt = {paths connecting ∂Sit to ∂Sjt }
and
(3) δt = min
i 6=j
sup
γ∈Γi,jt
distt(γ,Σ)
the following hold:
(1) Area(S\Sε(t),t) < η for all t > 0,
(2) distt(∂Sε(t),t,Σ) > ε(t) for all t > 0,
(3) the diameter of each Sit, measured with respect to the flat metric on
(S, αt), is bounded by Dit and
(4)
∫ ∞
0
(
ε(t)−2
Ct∑
i=1
Dit +
Ct − 1
δt
)−2
dt = +∞.
Moreover, suppose the set of points whose translation trajectories leave every
compact subset of S has zero measure. Then the translation flow is ergodic.
4. Bratteli diagrams
Bratteli diagrams were introduced in [11] to study C∗-algebras; Vershik
associated dynamical systems to these diagrams in [45]. These maps, which
are called Bratteli-Vershik or adic transformations, are defined on the space
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of infinite paths starting at a root vertex in a Bratteli diagram; the transfor-
mation maps a path to its successor (when possible) under a given ordering.
Vershik showed that every measure-preserving transformation on a Lebesgue
space is measure-theoretically isomorphic to an adic transformation ([45]).
In §4.1, we review some of the theory of Bratteli diagrams. In §4.2, we intro-
duce bi-infinite generalizations of Bratteli diagrams. Definition 4.28 defines
a diagram, a bi-infinite Bratteli diagram together with some additional data;
diagrams are the basic combinatorial objects we will associate to infinite type
translations surfaces.
4.1. Bratteli diagrams. In this section we present some background and
definitions in the study of Bratteli diagrams. For more information on the
theory of Bratteli diagrams and associated dynamical systems, see, for ex-
ample, [26, 6, 20].
Definition 4.1. A Bratteli diagram B = (V,E) is a connected infinite di-
rected graph together with partitions of the vertex set V and edge set E of
the graph into countable unions of pairwise disjoint nonempty finite sets
V =
⊔
i≥0
Vi and E =
⊔
i>0
Ei
such that s(Ei) = Vi−1 and r(Ei) = Vi for all i > 0, where s and r are the
associated source and range maps (s, r : E → V ), respectively.
The set Vi of vertices is called the i
th level of the Bratteli diagram. We
will denote |Vi| by ci. Note that the conditions s(Ei) = Vi−1 and r(Ei) = Vi
for all i > 0 imply that every vertex in V0 is the source of an edge in E1 and
every vertex v ∈ Vi for i > 0 is both the source vertex of an edge in Ei+1
and the range vertex of an edge in Ei.
Given a Bratteli diagram B, for i > 0, the incidence matrix Fi = [f
i
v,w] is
a ci × ci−1 matrix whose entries f iv,w are the number of edges between the
vertices v ∈ Vi and w ∈ Vi−1:
f iv,w = |{e ∈ Ei | r(e) = v and s(e) = w}|.
It follows from the conditions s(Ei) = Vi−1 and r(Ei) = Vi for all i >
0 that none of the matrices Fk have a row or column which consists of
all zero entries. Given an initial vector h0 = (h01, . . . , h
0
|V0|) ∈ R
|V0|
+ with
all positive entries, for each i ≥ 0, we define (recursively) a height vector
hi = (hi1, . . . , h
i
ci) ∈ Rci . The height vectors are then given by the recursive
formula
(5) hi+1 = Fih
i.
For nonnegative integers k < l, a finite path from a vertex in Vk to a vertex
in Vl is a set of edges ek+1, . . . , el, such that ei ∈ Ei and r(ei) = s(ei+1) for
all i. We will denote such a path by (ek, . . . , el). For a path p = (ei, . . . , ej),
we define s(p) = s(ei) and r(p) = r(ej). For 0 ≤ k < k′ We will denote by
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Ek,k′ the set of all (oriented) paths from Vk to Vk′ , and by Ek′,k the set of
paths from Vk′ to Vk, which are just paths in Ek,k′ in reverse orientation.
For a Bratteli diagram B, we denote by XB the set of all infinite paths
in B which start at a vertex in V0. For a point x ∈ XB, denote by xi the
ith edge of the path x. We topologize XB by specifying a clopen basis of all
cylinder sets
U(e1, . . . , en) := {x ∈ XB | xi = ei for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}},
where (e1, . . . , en) is a finite path starting at a vertex in V0. As such, XB
is a compact, Hausdorff, zero-dimensional space with a countable basis of
clopen sets.
Definition 4.2. An ordered Bratteli diagram (B,≤r) is a Bratteli diagram
B = (V,E) together with a partial order ≤r on E so that edges e and e′ are
comparable under ≤r if and only if r(e) = r(e′).
To pass from Bratteli diagrams to cutting and stacking maps (and flat
surfaces) in a canonical way, we will want an additional partial order that
compares edges with the same source vertex. Thus, we define fully ordered
Bratteli diagrams:
Definition 4.3. A fully ordered Bratteli diagram (B,≤r,s) is an ordered
Bratteli diagram (B,≤r) together with a partial order ≤s on E ∪ V0 so that
any two edges e, e′ are comparable under ≤s if and only if s(e) = s(e′), ≤s
is a total order on V0, and edges are not comparable with vertices.
The partial order ≤r in an ordered Bratteli diagram (B,≤r) induces a
lexicographic partial order on the set of all finite paths from Vi to Vj for any
j > i. Namely, we write
(ei+1, ei+2, . . . , ej) <r (fi+1, fi+2, . . . , fj)
if and only if the exists k ∈ {i + 1, . . . , j} such that el = fl for k < l ≤ j
and ek <r fk. Two infinite paths x and y in XB are comparable under ≤r if
they agree after some level n (xk = yk for all k > n) and xn 6= yn; then we
define x <r y if and only if xn <r yn.
An infinite path x ∈ XB is maximal under ≤r if xi is a maximal edge
according to ≤r for all i ∈ N. Denote by Xmax the set of maximal paths
in XB; Xmin is defined similarly. Given any path x ∈ XB \ Xmax, there
exists a smallest integer i such that xi is not maximal. Since there exist
only finitely many (finite) paths from a vertex in V0 to the vertex r(xi), the
infimum inf{y ∈ XB | y >r x} is achieved by a path in XB.
Definition 4.4. Let (B,≤r) be an ordered Bratteli diagram. For a point
x ∈ XB \Xmax, define the successor of x to be
α = inf{y ∈ XB | y >r x}
Definition 4.5. Let (B,≤r) be an ordered Bratteli diagram. The Bratteli-
Vershik or adic transformation T : XB\Xmax → XB\Xmin is the map which
sends a point x ∈ XB\Xmax to its successor.
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Definition 4.6. Let B = (V,E) be a Bratteli diagram. The tail equivalence
relation is a relation ∼ on XB defined by
x ∼ y if and only if ∃N ≥ 0 such that xk = yk for all k > N.
Note that the tail equivalence relation is independent of the many possible
choices of orders ≤r,s on a Bratteli diagram.
Definition 4.7. A Bratteli diagram is aperiodic if every tail equivalence
class of XB is infinite. In this case any adic transformation defined on XB
is also called aperiodic.
Definition 4.8. A Bratteli diagram is completely periodic if every tail equiv-
alence class of XB is finite. In this case any adic transformation defined on
XB is also called completely periodic.
The notion of complete periodicity will be made more clear in the decom-
position (6) below.
Remark 4.9. Whenever |Xmin| = |Xmax| <∞, the adic transformation can
be extended to all of XB and defines a homeomorphism. In particular, any
finite tail equivalence class has a unique maximal path and a unique minimal
path in XB; in this case, it is natural to extend the adic transformation so
that it maps this maximal path to this minimal path. Thus, the (natural
extension of the) adic map on a completely periodic Bratteli diagram (defined
in Definition 4.8) is periodic.
Definition 4.10. A minimal subset X ′ of XB, for a Bratteli diagram B =
(V,E), is a set that is closed under the tail equivalence relation ∼ and is
minimal among such sets with respect to inclusion. A Bratteli diagram B is
minimal if XB has no proper minimal subsets.
Remark 4.11. Definition 4.10 is equivalent to the following condition: XB
is minimal if for any x = (x1, x2, . . . ) ∈ XB, k > 0, and v ∈ Vk, there exists
an integer j > k and a path (ek+1, . . . , ej), with ei ∈ Ei for all i, such that
s(ek+1) = v and r(ej) = s(xj+1).
Definition 4.12. A Borel probability measure µ on XB is an invariant
measure for the tail equivalence relation if for any two infinite paths p1 =
(e1, e2, . . . ) and p2 = (f1, f2, . . . ) in XB with p1 ∼ p2 and for any l ∈ N such
that ek = fk for all k > l, we have µ(U(e1, . . . , el)) = µ(U(f1, . . . , fl)).
Remark 4.13. For an ordered Bratteli diagram B, a Borel probability mea-
sure on XB that is invariant with respect to the adic transformation is also
an invariant measure for the tail equivalence relation. The converse is not
true: the support of a Borel probability measure which is invariant for the
tail equivalence relation could be contained in Xmax for some order ≤r; this
set has empty intersection with the domain of the adic transformation. In
fact, it is possible that every invariant Borel probability measure for the tail
equivalence relation have a support contained in Xmax. See §8.2.5 for an ex-
ample of an adic transformation which admits no invariant Borel probability
measure but does admit an invariant infinite Borel measure.
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Using the Compact Representation Lemma [1] with the Krylov-Bogolyubov
theorem we obtain the following basic result (see also [34]).
Proposition 4.14. Let (B,≤r) be an ordered Bratteli diagram. Then there
is at least one Borel probability measure on XB which is invariant for the
adic transformation defined by the partial order ≤r.
For any Bratteli diagram B, there is a decomposition of XB as
(6) XB = XP
⊔
XM ,
where
XP =
⊔
i
⋃
x∈XiP
x
where each XiP is a finite tail-equivalence class, called a periodic component.
The set XM consists of the minimal components
XM =
⊔
i
XiM ,
where each XiM is a minimal subset. This decomposition will be analogous
to the decomposition of a flat surface into minimal and periodic components.
If a Bratteli diagram is not made up only of a single minimal component,
there is a clear obstruction to ergodicity of any adic transformation defined
from it.
We now introduce a special type of measure on the space of all paths. It
will be invariant in the sense made precise in the paragraph before Lemma
4.17.
Definition 4.15. A weight function for a Bratteli diagram B = (V,E) is a
map w : V0 ∪ E → (0,∞) such that
(1) for any vertex v ∈ V and any two positively oriented finite paths
(e1, . . . , ej) and (f1, . . . , fj) from vertices in V0 to v,
w(s(e1)) ·
j∏
i=1
w(ei) = w(s(f1)) ·
j∏
i=1
w(fi).
(2) for any v ∈ V , ∑
e∈s−1(v)
w(e) = 1,
(3) for any infinite path x = (x1, x2, . . . ) ∈ XB that does not belong
to a finite tail equivalence class (i.e. is an element of a minimal
component),
lim
n→∞w(s(x1)) ·
n∏
i=1
w(xi) = 0.
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For a weight function w and v ∈ Vk with k > 0, we can define the quantity
w(v) by
(7) w(v) = w(s(e1)) ·
j∏
i=1
w(ei)
for any path (e1, . . . , ek) with r(ek) = v from V0 to v. By (i) in Definition
4.15, it is independent of the path (e1, . . . , ek) taken. For an element x =
(e1, e2, . . . ) ∈ XB we also define the quantity
w(x) = w(s(e1))
∞∏
k=1
w(ek).
Definition 4.16. A weight function w on a Bratteli diagram B = (V,E) is
said to be a probability weight function if∑
v∈V0
w(v) = 1
and is said to be a finite weight function if∑
v∈V0
w(v) <∞.
The following lemma, whose proof is straightforward and is left to the
reader, records the fact that weight functions on Bratteli diagrams corre-
spond to invariant measures for the tail equivalence relation. This corre-
spondence between a measure µ and weight w to which we refer is obtained
by setting w(v) = µ(v) for v ∈ V0 and w(e) = µ(r(e))µ(s(e)) for e ∈ E.
Lemma 4.17. A probability weight function w on a Bratteli diagram B =
(V,E) determines a unique invariant Borel probability measure for the tail
equivalence relation. Conversely, an invariant Borel probability measure for
the tail equivalence relation determines a unique probability weight function
on B.
Remark 4.18. In section §6, we will develop a correspondence between
weighted, fully ordered Bratteli diagrams and cutting and stacking maps
(§5). Each vertex v ∈ Vi in Bratteli diagram B = (V,E) will correspond
to a tower in the stack Si, and the value assigned to a vertex by the Borel
measure associated to a weight function (as in Lemma 4.17) will be the
width of the levels of that tower. We will see that condition 1 means that
two subtowers of Si which are stacked on top of each other to form a tower of
stack Si+1 have the same width. Condition 2 reflects the fact that the sum
of the widths of the subtowers into which a given tower is cut must equal the
width of that tower. Condition 3 says that the widths of the stacks which
limit to a minimal set for the limit map must go to zero.
Definition 4.19. Let B = (V,E) be a Bratteli diagram. Let m,n be distinct
non-negative integers with m < n, and for each i, m ≤ i ≤ n, let ei be
an edge in Ei such that r(ej) = s(ej+1) for all m ≤ j < n. The ordered
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sequence em, em+1, . . . , en is a positively oriented path in B, and the sequence
en, en−1, . . . , em is a negatively oriented path in B.
Denote by Em,n the set of positively oriented finite paths connecting ver-
tices in Vm with vertices in Vn, and denote by En,m the set of negatively
oriented finite paths connecting vertices in Vn with vertices in Vm.
Definition 4.20. Let B = (V,E) be a Bratteli diagram and let
0 = m0 < m1 < m2 < · · ·
be an increasing sequence in N . For l ∈ N and k ∈ {0, . . . , l − 1}, we define
another Bratteli diagram B′ = (V ′, E′) by setting V ′0 = V0, V ′n = Vmn for all
n ∈ N, and E′n is identified with Emn−1,mn . Then B′ = (V ′, E′) is called the
telescoping of B to {mn}n≥0.
Whenever we write up to telescoping, we will mean up to collapsing some
levels of the diagram (and thus just shifting indices), since this is what
happens when we telescope using the above definition.
With the notation used in the definition of telescoping, the incidence ma-
trices F ′n for B′ = (V ′, E′) are given by
F ′n = FmnFmn−1 . . . Fmn−1+1.
4.2. Bi-infinite Bratteli diagrams. We now introduce bi-infinite Bratteli
diagrams. Similar objects have been considered before in [12, §1.2.1], and
perhaps even before that, but we are unaware of any use prior to [12].
Definition 4.21. A bi-infinite Bratteli diagram B = (V, E) is an infinite
directed graph together with partitions of the vertex set V and edge set E
of the graph into countable unions of pairwise disjoint nonempty countable
sets
V =
⊔
i∈Z
Vi and E =
⊔
i∈Z\{0}
Ei
with associated range and source maps r, s : E → V such that s(Ei) = Vi−1
and r(Ei) = Vi for all i ∈ N and s(Ei) = Vi and r(Ei) = Vi+1 for all i < 0.
Notation convention. We will henceforth use uppercase letters in callig-
raphy font B,V, E ,F to refer to bi-infinite Bratteli diagrams, while we will
use regular uppercase letters B, V,E, F to refer to “singly-infinite” Bratteli
diagrams. If an adjective “bi-infinite” or “singly-infinite” is not explicitly
stated, we will rely on font to make it clear which type of diagram we are
referring to.
Definition 4.22. For a bi-infinite Bratteli diagram B = (V, E), the positive
half of B, denoted B+ = (V+, E+), is the subgraph of B corresponding to the
vertices in Vi for i ≥ 0 and the edges in Ei for i > 0. The negative half of B,
denoted B− = (V−, E−), is the subgraph of B corresponding to the vertices
in Vi for i ≤ 0 and the edges in Ei for i < 0.
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For m < n, denote by Em,n the set of positively oriented finite paths
connecting vertices in Vm with vertices in Vn, and denote by En,m the set of
negatively oriented finite paths connecting vertices in Vn with vertices in Vm.
An (unoriented) infinite path x in B consists of a map x : Z\{0} → E such
that x(i) ∈ Ei and r(x(i)) = s(x(i′)) for all i ∈ Z, where i′ is the successor
of i in Z\{0}. Denote the set of (unoriented) infinite paths in B by XB. For
x ∈ XB, we will use xi to denote the edge x(i).
The set XB has a natural product structure: let B+ = (V +, E+) be the
Bratteli diagram defined by the positive part B+ of B and B− = (V −, E−)
be the Bratteli diagram defined by the negative part B− (interchanging the
role of the source and range maps when we switch between B− to B− since
we must switch between the indices taking values in −N and N). Since
|V +0 | = |V −0 |, we can identify each vertex in V +0 with one in V −0 and make
the identification
(8) XB = {(x, y) ∈ XB+ ×XB− : s(x(0)) = s(y(0))}
since V +0 = V
−
0 .
A bi-infinite Bratteli diagram B formed from two Bratteli diagrams B+
and B− in this way, for some choice of a bijection between V +0 and V
−
0 ,
is called a welding of B+ and B−. If (B+,≤+r,s) and (B−,≤−r,s) are both
fully ordered Bratteli diagrams with |V +0 | = |V −0 |, there is a canonically
chosen welding of B+ and B− determined by the partial orders ≤±s : since
the vertices of V ±0 are totally ordered by ≤±s , we identify each vertex in V +0
with the vertex in V −0 that has the same relative place in the orders (i.e. the
vertex in V +0 that is the greatest with respect to ≤+s is identified with the
vertex in V −0 that is the greatest with respect to ≤−s , etc.). In this case, we
call the welding of B+ and B− determined by ≤±s the welding:
Definition 4.23. The bi-infinite Bratteli diagram B that is the welding of
two fully ordered Bratteli diagrams (B+,≤+r,s) and (B−,≤−r,s) according to
the identifications determined by ≤±s is the welding of B+ and B− and we
will denote it by B = B(B+, B−).
When welding two diagrams B+ and B−, the 0th level vertices of both
B+ and B− “fuse” to into the vertex set V0 of B = B(B+, B−), the ith level
vertices of B+, for i ∈ N, are identified with the ith level vertices of B, and
the ith level vertices of B−, for i ∈ N, are identified with the (−i)th level
vertices of B. The edges in E±i are identified with those in E±±i for i ∈ N
while the range and source maps of B− are reversed for the negative part:
for e ∈ E−i , v ∈ V−i , v′ ∈ V−i+1, we have r(e) = v′ and s(e) = v if and only if
r(e) ∈ V−i and s(e) ∈ Vi−1.
Definition 4.24. A fully ordered bi-infinite Bratteli diagram (B,≤r,s) is a
Bratteli diagram B = (V, E) together with partial orders ≤r and ≤s on E so
that edges e, e′ are comparable under ≤r if and only if r(e) = r(e′) and are
comparable under ≤s if and only if s(e) = s(e′).
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Remark 4.25. The welding B = B(B+, B−) of two fully ordered Bratteli
diagrams (B+,≤+r,s) and (B−,≤−r,s) is itself a fully ordered bi-infinite Bratteli
diagram. Since the range and source maps are reversed for the negative part
B− when welding two diagrams B+, B−, the orders on the negative part of
B are also reversed: the orders ≤−r and ≤−s at v ∈ V −i become the orders ≤s
and ≤r, respectively, at v ∈ V−i.
The definition of the incidence matrices Fi for Bratteli diagrams general-
izes to the case of bi-infinite Bratteli diagram. In particular, when welding
two Bratteli diagrams B+, B− with matrices F+i , F
−
i to obtain B(B+, B−),
the matrices Fi are Fi = F+i for i > 0 and Fi = (F−−i)T for i < 0. The notion
of telescoping also extends to bi-infinite Bratteli diagrams: for any sequence
{mn}n∈Z with m0 = 0 and mi < mj if and only if i < j, the telescoping of
B to {mn} is obtained by telescoping the positive and negative parts of B,
respectively, to the positive and negative parts of {mn}.
Definition 4.26. A probability weighted bi-infinite Bratteli diagram is a bi-
infinite Bratteli diagram B = (V, E) together with a pair of weight functions
w+ : V0 ∪ E+ → (0,∞), w− : V0 ∪ E− → (0,∞) such that
(1) w+ is a probability weight function for B+ = (V+, E+),
(2) w− is a finite weight function for B− = (V−, E−),
(3) ∑
v∈V0
w+(v) · w−(v) = 1
Remark 4.27. Definition 4.26 involves a choice of normalization; we chose
to make the w+ weight a probability weight, while only requiring that the
w− weight be finite and satisfy condition 3. We will see in Section §6 that
condition 3 means that the associated flat surface has area 1.
Definition 4.28. A diagram is a bi-infinite, fully-ordered, probability weighted
Bratteli diagram (B, w±,≤r,s) .
5. Cutting and Stacking
Cutting and stacking is a basic tool in ergodic theory used to construct
infinite I.E.T.s. This technique is described in, for example, [4] and [40]. We
will review the cutting and stacking technique here.
A cutting and stacking transformation T will be defined by constructing
a sequence of maps T0, T1, T2, . . . on subsets of the real line such that for all
i
domain(Ti) ⊆ domain(Ti+i)
and
Ti+1|domain(Ti) = Ti.
We set
domain(T ) =
⋃
i
domain(Ti)
and then define T to be the pointwise limit of the maps Ti.
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We will always require that the range and domain of a cutting and stacking
map be equal except for countably many points, i.e. there exist countable
sets P and P ′ such that
domain(T ) \ P = range(T ) \ P ′.
Associated with each map Ti is a stack Si consisting of a finite number
ci ∈ N of columns Ci,1, . . . , Ci,ci . A column Ci,j , consists of a finite number
hi,j of open subintervals Ii,j,1, . . . , Ii,j,hi,j of the real line, all of equal, finite
measure. The intervals Ii,j,k, for k ∈ {1, . . . , hi,j}, are called the levels of
column Ci,j . We require that for every n, all levels of all columns of the stack
Sn are pairwise disjoint. We think of the levels of a column Ci,j as being
“stacked” with level Ii,j,1 at the bottom of the column and level Ii,j,(hi,j) at
the top of the column.
The domain of the map Ti is the union of all levels of all columns of the
stack Si except for the top levels of the columns of Si. That is,
domain(Ti) =
ci⊔
j=1
(hi,j)−1⊔
k=1
Ii,j,k.
For any point x ∈ domain(Ti), we define Ti(x) to be the point directly
“above” x in the stack. In other words, if x is a point in the level Ii,j,k, then
Ti(x) is the point y in the level Ii,j,k+1 such that λ([ai,j,k, x]) = λ([ai,j,k+1, y]),
where λ denotes the Lebesgue (or other) measure and ai,j,k is the left end-
point of the interval Ii,j,k. (The reason domain(Ti) does not include the top
levels of Si is because there are no levels in the stack Si above the top levels
for Ti to map points into.)
The stacks Si (and thus the transformations Ti) are defined inductively.
The initial data that defines a cutting and stacking map is the stack S0 along
with “rules” for the inductive steps, specifying how to obtain each stack Si+1
from stack Si for each i. The “rules” consist of three types of moves.
The first type of move is “cutting” columns into finitely many subcolumns
of specified positive widths. We take these intervals to be open, and specify
that the endpoints of these open intervals are not in the domain of subsequent
maps Tj for j > i. For example, a column may be cut into two subcolumns
of equal width (measure). To do this, divide each level of the column into
two open subintervals of equal width – a “left half” and a “right half.” Now,
all the “left halves” form a subcolumn (keeping the stacking order of the
levels) and all the “right halves” for a subcolumn (with the same order).
The second type of move is adding spacers. The ith step spacers are
open intervals in R which are disjoint from the union of all levels in Si (and
disjoint from each other), and which are added above a subcolumn of Si
with the same width as that of the spacer. Finitely many spacers may be
added (in a specified order) to the top of any subcolumn. The “rules” would
specify which subinterval(s) in R is (are) “stacked” above which subcolumn.
The third type of move is stacking (sub)columns (possibly containing ith-
step spacers) of Si to form the columns of Si+1. (For example, if a column is
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cut into two subcolumns of equal width, we could stack the left subcolumn
under the right subcolumn. The resulting column, which is a column of Si+1,
is half as wide and twice as tall as the original column. The left half of the
top level of the original column is no longer a top level of the new column,
and so is in domain(Ti+1)). We require that (sub)columns which are stacked
on top of each other have equal width.
5.0.1. Truncating cutting and stacking processes. The cutting and stacking
process may be viewed as taking the limit of a sequence of periodic maps.
The domain of each map Ti is the union of all levels except the top level of
the corresponding stack Si. For a fixed i ∈ N, it is possible to extend Ti to a
homeomorphism T˜i of the union of all the levels of the stack Si by specifying
that T˜i maps the top level of Si to the bottom level of Si in an isometric,
orientation-preserving way. The map T˜i is periodic; the period under T˜i of
a point in Si is the height of Si.
For a typical cutting and stacking construction, the width of a level in the
stack Si converges to 0 as i goes to ∞, so the limit map T is defined up to
a set of measure 0. However, we will want to consider cutting and stacking
processes in which only finitely many stacks S1, . . . , SN are defined, and the
width of a level in SN is nonzero. We consider this case to be the same as
the case in which infinitely many stacks Si are defined but Sm = Sn for all
m,n > N for some N ∈ N. Thus, throughout the paper, we will adopt the
convention that in this case the “limit” map determined by the cutting and
stacking process is the periodic map T˜N .
Remark 5.1. In Section §6, we will make use of correspondence between
the adic map on Bratteli diagrams and cutting and stacking maps. Beyond
some finite level of the Bratteli diagram B, all infinite paths in a periodic
component of XB merge since the tail equivalence class is finite. The restric-
tion of the adic map to this periodic component of XB is not a priori defined
on the maximal path in this component, but admits a natural extension that
sends the maximal path in the periodic component to the minimal path in
the periodic component. (Compare with Remark 4.9.) Therefore, we want
the analogous cutting and stacking map - a map associated to a finite tower
- to send the top level of the tower to the bottom level of the tower. Thus,
a periodic component of XB will be associated to a periodic cutting and
stacking map of the form T˜N for some N .
6. The Dictionary
In this section we present a construction that associates a flat surface to a
diagram, and develop a dictionary between combinatorial objects related to
diagrams and geometric properties of flat surfaces constructed from them.
The dictionary is summarized in Table 6.1 on page 31.
6.1. Interpreting a diagram as a flat surface. The core idea of the tech-
nique is to interpret each “half” of a diagram (B, w±,≤r,s) as determining an
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interval exchange map (likely with infinitely many intervals), i.e., a piecewise
isometry of a finite interval. One of these interval exchange maps will de-
termine the dynamics of a “first return map” to a transversal of the vertical
flow, and the other interval exchange map will determine the dynamics of
the first return map to a transversal of a horizontal flow. We will divide our
description of how to define this map into two steps: first we will describe
how to construct a flat surface from a pair of interval exchange maps and
a collection of rectangles, and second we will describe how to interpret a
diagram as a pair of interval exchange maps together with a collection of
rectangles.
6.1.1. Obtaining a flat surface from a pair of interval exchange maps and a
collection of rectangles. In this section we describe a way of creating a flat
surface from a pair of interval exchange maps (possibly of infinitely many
intervals). We note that this construction is very general and that one should
expect, in general, to obtain a flat surface of infinite genus.
By rectangle R, we mean a subset of R2 of the form I1× I2, where I1 and
I2 are closed intervals. Using this notation, we will refer to the Euclidean
length of I1 as the width of R and to the Euclidean length of I2 as the height
of R.
Fix n ∈ N, and real numbers b1, b2 > 0. Write the interval [0, b1] as a union
of n intervals X1, . . . , Xn which overlap only at endpoints, i.e., Xi ∩ Xi+1
consists of one point, and write the interval [0, b2] as a union of n intervals
Y1, . . . , Yn which also overlap only at endpoints. Now for each i = 1, . . . , n,
define the rectangle Ri = Xi × Yi. Thus, R1, . . . , Rn is a collection of n
rectangles, arranged diagonally in R2, whose widths sum to b1 and whose
heights sum to b2. (See Figure 4.)
Let T be an interval exchange transformation defined on the interval [0, b1]
and let S be an interval exchange transformation defined on the interval
[0, b2]. Each point x˜ ∈ [0, b1] is the x-coordinate of a unique point on the
“top” edge of one of the rectangles R1, . . . , Rn (unless x˜ belongs to an edge
of an interval Xi), and we denote this point top(x). Denote by bottom(y˜)
the unique point on the “bottom” edge of one of the rectangles R1, . . . , Rn
whose y-coordinate is y˜ (unless y˜ is on an edge of some interval Yi). The
functions bottom and left are defined analogously. More precisely, if we
define the functions τ, ρ defined in the interior of the intervals X1, . . . , Xn
and Y1, . . . , Yn, respectively, to be the functions such that τ(x) = i if and
only if x ∈ Xi and ρ(y) = i if and only if y ∈ Yi, then
top(x) =
x, τ(x)∑
i=1
|Yi|
 and bottom(x) =
x, τ(x)−1∑
i=1
|Yi|
 ,
right(y) =
ρ(y)∑
i=1
|Xi|, y
 and left(y) =
ρ(y)−1∑
i=1
|Xi|, y
 .
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Define
Σt = {x ∈ [0, b1] | T is not continuous at x},
Σr = {y ∈ [0, b2] | S is not continuous at y}.
For each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, let
G+i =
⋃
x∈Xi−Σt
top(x) ∪ bottom(T (x))
G−i =
⋃
y∈Yi−Σr
right(y) ∪ left(S(y))
and define
Σ = Ci ∪ ∂
(
n⋃
i=1
Ri
)
\
n⋃
i=1
(
G+i ∪G−i
)
where Ci are all the corners of the rectangle Xi × Yi.
Figure 4. Constructing a flat surface from an interval ex-
change transformation T and a set of three rectangles
R1, R2, R3.
The flat surface associated to the pair (T, S) and the collection of rectan-
gles R1, . . . , Rn is the surface obtained by
(9)
(⋃
i
Ri \ Σ
)
/ ∼,
where ∼ is the equivalence relation defined, for x ∈ (Xi − (Σt ∪ ∂Xi)),
top(x) ∼ bottom(T (x)) and right(y) ∼ left(S(y))
for y ∈ (Yi − (Σr ∪ ∂Yi)). See Figure 4.
The associated holomorphic 1-form α on this surface is defined such that
its vertical foliation coincides with lines locally of the form x = const. and
horizontal foliation locally of the form y = const. when representing the
surface as in (9).
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6.1.2. Interpreting a diagram as a pair of interval exchange maps and a
collection of rectangles. Let (B, w±,≤r,s) be a diagram. We will use it to
define a collection of rectangles and two interval exchange maps; we will
then use the construction introduced in §6.1.1 to construct a flat surface
S(B, w±,≤r,s) from the obtained interval exchange transformations.
We will define a collection of c0 = |V0| rectangles. Let v1, . . . , vc0 be the
vertices in V0. For each integer i, 1 ≤ i ≤ c0, we will define a rectangle
Ri of width w
+(vi) and height w
−(vi), and we arrange these rectangles
“diagonally.” That is,
(10) Ri =
∑
j<i
w+(vj),
∑
j≤i
w+(vj)]
×
∑
j<i
w−(vj),
∑
j≤i
w−(vj)
 .
We will describe how to obtain a cutting and stacking map from an
weighted, fully ordered Bratteli diagram (B,w,≤r,s). We will then apply
this construction to the positive half of (B, w±,≤r,s) to determine the map
which we will associate to the union of the horizontal sides of the rectangles,
as well as apply it to the negative half of (B, w±,≤r,s) to determine the map
which we will associate to the union of the vertical sides of the rectangles.
Recall that when considering the negative part (B, w±,≤r,s) of a diagram as
a Bratteli diagram (B−, w,≤−r,s), the orders ≤r,s are switched to obtain ≤−r,s
(see Remark 4.25).
We aim to interpret a weighted ordered Bratteli diagram (B,w,≤r,s) as
combinatorial description of “cutting and stacking” instructions. We wish
to construct a measure-preserving map φ from XB to a real interval minus a
countable set of points so that φ conjugates the adic map on XB to a cutting-
and-stacking map on the interval. A point in XB and its successor (which is
determined by the partial order ≤r) must be mapped by φ to a point and the
point directly “above” it in the cutting and stacking process. However, this
requirement does not determine a unique cutting and stacking process, since
it does not, for example, specify whether a given subcolumn is to the left
or right of the other subcolumns which comprise a column. Thus, the order
≤r on the Bratteli diagram determines a family of measurably isomorphic
cutting-and-stacking maps. The partial order ≤s will be used to pick out
a unique such map. Namely, we will use ≤s to give the relative orders of
subcolumns of a column, as well as the order of the 0th level intervals.
By the decomposition (6), it will suffice to describe the construction for
minimal components and for periodic components of XB.
Assume B is minimal and let I = [0,
∑
v∈V0 w(v)]. We will define a family
of injective maps fi : Di → I, Di ⊂ I, indexed by i ∈ N, such that
(1) Di ⊂ Di+1 for all i,
(2)
⋃
iDi = I \ Σ for some set Σ ⊂ I of Lebesgue measure 0,
(3) the restrictions fi|Dj = fj for all j < i.
We will then define the map f : I \ Σ → I to be the pointwise limit f =
limi→n fi|I\Σ. This will be an interval exchange transformation.
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By our order ≤s we have an order on the level V0. Therefore, for vi ∈ V0,
1 ≤ i ≤ |V0|, we define the “(stage 0) column over vi” to be the interval
(11) J0i =
 i−1∑
j=1
w(vj),
i∑
j=1
w(vj)
 .
Up to finitely many points, these intervals cover I. For each fixed vi ∈ V0,
denote by ei1, . . . , e
i
n the edges coming out of vi in increasing order with
respect to ≤s. Partition the level 0 tower over vi into open subintervals
J1(vi) = (j0, j1), J2(vi) = (j1, j2), . . . , Jn(vi) = (jn−1, jn)
with
∑
j<iw(vj) = j0 < j1 < ... < jn =
∑
j≤iw(vj) and such that the
Lebesgue measures of the intervals J1(vi), ..., Jn(vi) are, respectively,
w(ei1), w(e
i
2), . . . , w(e
i
n).
Thus, each edge eij is associated to one subinterval of the column over vi.
For each vertex v ∈ V1, we will form the “(stage 1) column over v” as
follows. Let e′1, . . . , e′m denote the edges that terminate at v in increasing
order with respect to ≤r. Stack the subintervals from the level 0 columns
associated with the edges e′1, .., e′m in order, so that the subinterval associated
with e′1 is the bottom of the stack, and the subinterval associated with e′m
is at the top of the stack.
The domain D1 of the map f1 will be the union over all v ∈ V1 of all
but the top level of the stage 1 column over v. Because the weight function
w is compatible with XB, all subintervals in a stack will have the same
width. The map f1 is defined by mapping a point x in a subinterval to the
corresponding point in the subinterval directly above it.
We define Dk and fk by induction on k. Assume the (stage k) columns
over the vertices in Vk have been defined. For each vertex vi ∈ Vk, denote by
ei1, . . . , e
i
n the edges coming out of vi in increasing order with respect to ≤s.
Cut each level of the (stage k) column over vi into open subintervals such
that the relative lengths of the subintervals (in increasing order from left to
right) are, respectively,
w(ei1), w(e
i
2), . . . , w(e
v
n).
In this way, for each j the edge eij is associated to the subset (a “subcolumn”)
of the column over vi consisting of the j
th subinterval of each level of the
column over vi.
For each vertex v′ in Vk+1 we will form the “(stage k + 1) column over
v′” as follows. Let e′1, . . . , e′m denote the edges coming into v′ in increasing
order with respect to ≤r. Each edge e′i is associated to a subset of a stage n
column. Stack the subcolumns associated with the edges e′1, . . . , e′m in order,
so that the subcolumn associated with e′1 is on the bottom of the column
and the subcolumn associated to e′m is on the top of the column.
The domain Dk+1 of the map fk+1 is the union over all vertices v
′ ∈ Vk+1
of all but the top level of the (stage k+1) column over v′. Because the Bratteli
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diagram is compatibly weighted, all levels of each stage k + 1 column will
have the same width. The map fk is defined by mapping any point x in a
non-maximal level of any stage k + 1 column to the corresponding point in
the level immediately above it.
Define
(12) Σ =
∞⋂
k=1
TopLevels(k)
where TopLevels(k) denotes the union over v ∈ Vk of the top level of the
(stage k) tower over v. Since B is minimal, by (iii) in Definition 4.15, and
Σ is countable, we have that Σ has Lebesgue measure 0. Note that the
set Σ is in bijection with Xmax. The sets TopLevels(k) are nested; for any
x ∈ I \ Σ, there exists n ∈ N such that N > n implies x is in some non-top
level of a stage N tower. Thus, limn→∞ fn(x) is well-defined for all x ∈ I \Σ.
Thus, the pointwise limit function f = limn→∞ fn is well-defined on I \ Σ.
Furthermore, f is injective and Lebesgue measure-preserving.
Let us now assume that B consists of a single periodic component accord-
ing to (6), i.e., |XB| < ∞. The finite set of paths of XB is ordered by the
ordering ≤r in r−1(v∗), where v∗ ∈ Vk is the first vertex after which all paths
in XB coincide. As such, there are |XB| open intervals of length |XB|−1,
bijectively identified to paths starting at V0 and ending at v
∗ which are per-
muted by the map according to the order ≤r. The interval corresponding to
the maximal path in XB is mapped to the one corresponding to the minimal
path. Therefore we have defined a periodic interval exchange transformation
f : I\Σ → I\Σ of period |XB|, where Σ = { i|XB | : i ∈ {0, . . . , |XB|}}. Note
that mapping the maximal path in a periodic component to the minimal
path in that periodic component agrees with the convention established in
subsection §5.0.1 of interpreting finitely many steps (or an infinite process
with only finitely many nontrivial steps) of a cutting and stacking process
as determining a periodic map.
Let (B,w,≤r,s) be any fully ordered, weighted Bratteli diagram and as-
sume that w is a probability weight function. We can define an injective
map f : I\Σ → I by defining a map on each minimal component XiM and
periodic component XiP as above. Since (6) is a decomposition into invari-
ant subsets of the tail equivalence relation, the union of the maps for each
component gives the map on I\Σ which corresponds to the cutting and stack-
ing transformation defined on I by weighted, fully ordered Bratteli diagram
(B,w,≤r,s).
Let (B, w±,≤r,s) be a probability weighted, fully ordered Bratteli diagram.
By the construction above we have two interval exchange maps T± defined
on full measure subsets of I+ = [0, 1] and I− constructed as cutting and
stacking transformations. Using the construction from §6.1.1, using these
maps along with the rectangles (10), we can build a unique flat surface
S(B, w±,≤r,s) associated to (B, w±,≤r,s).
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Remark 6.1. It follows from condition 3 of Definition 4.26 that a surface
constructed from a diagram has surface area 1. The adjective “probability”
in condition 1 of the same definition implies that the sum of the areas of the
rectangles is 1.
6.1.3. Conventions for drawing diagrams. We now establish conventions for
representing a diagram (B, w±,≤r,s) as a picture, and we will adhere to these
conventions throughout the paper. Dots representing vertices in the same
level of B will be drawn in a horizontal row. Vertices in negative levels will
be towards the “top” of the picture, and vertices in positive levels will be
towards the “bottom” of the picture. Vertices in V0 will be arranged from
left to right in ascending order according to ≤s. Edges whose source is a
vertex v will be drawn coming out of v in order from left to right according
to ≤s (i.e., in a neighborhood immediately “below” v in the picture, edge
e1 will be to the left of e2 if e1 ≤s e2). Edges whose range is a vertex v
will be drawn entering v in order from left to right according to ≤r (i.e. in
a neighborhood immediately “above” v in the picture, edge e1 will be to
the left of e2 if e1 ≤r e2). Weights assigned to each vertex v in V0 by w+
(resp. w−) will be written just below (resp. above) the dot in the picture
corresponding to v. Weights assigned to edges in E+ by w+ and to edges in
E− by w− will be written next to those edges.
Figure 5. The Chacon middle third transformation.
Top left: The Bratteli diagram associated to it. Bottom left:
The transformation as cutting and stacking. Right: The sur-
face obtained through the construction in §6.1 obtained after
welding two Bratteli diagrams to obtain a bi-infinite diagram.
The resulting surface is of infinite genus.
6.2. Example 2: The Chacon middle third transformation. We work
out the surface corresponding to the Chacon middle third example (6.2)
because it illustrates how to represent “spacers” in a cutting and stacking
process using a diagram. This will illustrate our unified point of view through
the dictionary developed.
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A well-known example of a transformation which is mild mixing but not
light mixing is the Chacon middle third transformation [15]. Figure 5 gives
the first few steps of the Bratteli diagram and cutting-and-stacking con-
struction for this map. The union of all spacers used in the construction has
measure 1/3; at each stage, the unused spacers correspond to the rightmost
vertex of each level in the Bratteli diagram. Start with a single interval of
with 2/3; at each stage in the cutting-and-stacking process, cut the column
in three equal subcolumns, put a spacer over the middle subcolumn, and
stack the subcolumns from left to right (with left on the bottom).
It should be noted that the tail equivalence relation is not minimal. In-
deed, the path x∞ in Figure 5 consisting of the right-most edge at every
level is in its own tail equivalence class. This means that the decomposition
(6) for this diagram has one minimal component and one periodic compo-
nent consisting of x+∞. As such the tail equivalence is not uniquely ergodic:
there is an ergodic probability measure supported at x+∞ and another one
supported on the minimal component of XB\{x∞} (this is proved in §8.2.4).
The extra point x+∞ in the Bratteli diagram in Figure 5 is somewhat ar-
tificial: by wanting to represent the Chacon middle third transformation
through a Bratteli diagram, we have added an artificial point which is not
actually part of the cutting and stacking construction used to define the
Chacon middle third transformation. This is byproduct of encoding cutting
and stacking transformations through a Bratteli diagram. From the point
of view of the surface, since we have welded two Bratteli diagrams to con-
struct it, the bi-infinite path x∞ (whose positive part is identified with x+∞)
corresponding to the right-most vertex at every level is seen to correspond
to the infinite-angle singularity which is not part of the surface. See §8.2.5
for another phenomenon which occurs when encoding the use of spacers in
a Bratteli diagram.
6.3. Renormalization. In this section we develop a mechanism which will
serve as a renormalization tool for the vertical flow on flat surfaces S(B, w±,≤r,s
) constructed from diagrams (B, w±,≤r,s). The spirit of the procedure is that
as we deform the surface S(B, w±,≤r,s) by the Teichmu¨ller deformation (2)
we can perform a step of cutting and stacking on our surface and arrive
at another surface which corresponds to the surface constructed from the
shift of the diagram (B, w±,≤r,s). This is summarized in Proposition 6.3.
The 1-parameter deformation along with the renormalization maps can be
seen as a generalization of the “zippered rectangle flow” of Veech and of
Rauzy-Veech induction (see [46]).
Let (B, w±,≤r,s) be a diagram whose positive part is not completely pe-
riodic. Throughout this section, we will assume that, if the positive part
of B is not aperiodic, then the invariant measure determined by w+ assigns
zero value to periodic components. Recall that we can define hkv = w
−(v)
for v ∈ Vk with k > 0 using (5) and w+(v) using (7). Define
(13) `kv = w
+(v) and hkv = w
−(v)
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for v ∈ Vk, i ∈ N. Notice also that
∑
v∈V0 `
0
v = 1 by assumption.
We will define a sequence of maps
Rk : S(B, w±,≤r,s)→ S(B′k, w±k ,≤kr,s)
taking surfaces constructed from diagrams to other such surfaces. The data
defining the surfaces will be related as follows. For B = (V, E), B′k = (V ′, E ′)
is obtained by shifting B: V ′i = Vi+k and E ′i = Ei+k along with their orders
≤r,s and w±k = e±tkw±, where the tk belong to the sequence of renormaliza-
tion times
(14) tk ≡ − log
∑
v∈Vk
`kv
 = − log
∑
v∈Vk
w+(v)

for k > 0. By (iii) in Definition 4.15, we have that tk →∞ if B+ is aperiodic.
Moreover, up to telescoping, we can assume that infk(tk − tk−1) > 0. The
renormalized heights and widths are obtained from (13) and (14) by
(15) h¯kv = e
−tkhkv and ¯`
k
v = e
tk`kv
for any v ∈ Vk.
Let (B, w±,≤r,s) be a diagram and S(B, w±,≤r,s) be the flat surface con-
structed from it through the construction in §6.1.2. Let
St(B, w±,≤r,s) = gtS(B, w±,≤r,s)
be the surface obtained by deforming S(B, w±,≤r,s) using the Teichmu¨ller
deformation (2). Consider the surface St1(B, w±,≤r,s), for t1 defined in (14).
Choose some vertex vi ∈ V0. By our deformation of the surface, the
interior of every deformed rectangle gt1Ri in (10) corresponding to the vertex
vi in V0 is isometric to (0, ¯`0i )×(0, h¯0i ). We cut the rectangle gt1Ri (associated
to the tower over vi) into sub-rectangles of width ¯`
0
viw(e) and height h¯
0
vi using
the order ≤s on vi for every e is an edge with s(e) = vi. Doing this for every
vertex vi ∈ V0 we have |E1| subrectangles corresponding to edges in E1 which
were obtained as subrectangles of the Rj .
Now we stack our sub-rectangles into |V1| new towers using the orders
given by the order in r−1(v) for each v ∈ V1. For some v ∈ V1, let (e1, . . . , en)
be the ordered set of edges in r−1(v). For all i ∈ {1, . . . , |r−1(v)| − 1}, we
identify the interior of the top of the sub-rectangle corresponding to the edge
ei to the interior of the bottom edge of the sub-rectangle corresponding to
the edge ei+1. Denote the surface obtained by the process of deforming and
cutting and stacking described above as DS(B, w±,≤r,s) and define
(16) R : S(B, w±,≤r,s) −→ DS(B, w±,≤r,s)
to be the map taking one surface to the other by this process. We point out
that the map between St1(B, w±,≤r,s) and S(B′, w±1 ,≤1r,s) is an isometry:
the cutting and stacking does not change the flat metric in any way.
Definition 6.2 (Shifting). The diagram (B′, w±1 ,≤′r,s) with B′ = (V ′, E ′) is
the shift of (B, w±,≤r,s) with B = (V, E) if it can be constructed as follows.
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V ′i = Vi+1 for all i ∈ Z and E ′i = Ei+1 for all i 6= −1. For i = −1, E ′−1 = E1.
As such, there is a bijection σ : B′ → B corresponding to this shift.
Let w±1 : V ′0 ∪ E ′ → (0, 1) be the weight function obtained from (B, w±)
as follows: for v ∈ V ′0, w±1 (v) = e±t1w±(σ(v)), w+1 (e) = w+(σ(e)) for any
e ∈ σ(E+)\E ′−1, and w−1 (e) = w−(σ(e)) for any e ∈ σ(E−). Let ≤′r,s be
defined on B′ by e ≤′r,s f if and only if σ(e) ≤r,s σ(f) on B.
We will denote by σ(B, w±,≤r,s) the shift of (B, w±,≤r,s), and by σk the
process of shifting k times. It is straightforward to check from the definition
that if (B, w±,≤r,s) is a diagram, then so is σ(B, w±,≤r,s).
Proposition 6.3 (Functoriality). Let (B, w±,≤r,s) be a diagram. Then
S(σ(B, w±,≤r,s)) = R(S(B, w±,≤r,s)),
where R is the map defined in (16).
Proof. The construction of the map R was done through uniform deforma-
tion in addition to cutting and stacking. It is straightforward then by the
definition of the shift σ that S(σ(B, w±,≤r,s)), through the construction
described in §6.1.2, has the same number of rectangles of the same widths
as those in R(S(B, w±,≤r,s)). Moreover, the identifications on the top and
bottom edges of S(σ(B, w±,≤r,s)) coincide with those of R(S(B, w±,≤r,s
)). It remains to show that the heights and left/right identifications of
S(σ(B, w±,≤r,s)) coincide with those of R(S(B, w±,≤r,s)).
Let (B−,≤r,s) be the negative part of (B,≤r,s), indexed now by N∪{0} so
that the orders ≤r,s are reversed. Let B′ be the negative part of σ(B,≤′r,s),
also indexed now by N∪{0}. The shifting operation σ has the following effect:
The V1 vertices, along with their orders, go to V0 vertices while the ones in
V0 go to V−1 vertices. This means that when we consider the negative part
B′ of the shifted diagram, the ≤r orders at V1 become ≤′s orders at V0(B′)
and the ≤s orders at V0 become ≤′r orders at V1(B′).
Let Y be the (ordered) path space consisting of all oriented infinite paths
starting from V1(B
′), the first level of vertices in B′. There is an order-
preserving bijection between Y and XB− . Consider the adic transformation
T : XB′ → XB′ . For x = (x1, x2, . . . ) ∈ XB′ , suppose that x1 is maximal
(with respect to the order ≤′r used to define the adic transformation). Then
the map at the point x depends only on the tail starting at x2, that is,
on the path (x2, x3, . . . ). Therefore, the map here coincides with the adic
transformation on XB− through the order-preserving conjugacy. In other
words, the cutting and stacking operations dictated by B′ (after the first
stage) coincide with those of B−.
Suppose for x = (x1, x2, . . . ), x1 is not maximal. Then the adic transfor-
mation sends x 7→ (x1 + 1, x2, . . . ). But the order ≤′r at V0(B′) came from
the ≤s order at V0, meaning that the order in which the columns are stacked
in the first step of cutting and stacking for B′ comes from the order in which
we cut the rectangles (10) for (B, w±,≤r,s). Therefore, the geometry is com-
patible with the combinatorics of the first step of cutting and stacking. Since
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Diagram (B, w±,≤r,s) Flat Surface S = S(B, w±,≤r,s)
|V0| Number of rectangles used to draw S
Positive part of (B, w±,≤r,s) geometry & dynamics of vertical
translation flow on S
Negative part of (B, w±,≤r,s) geometry & dynamics of horizontal
translation flow on S
A vertex v ∈ Vk, k ∈ N ∪ {0} A rectangular subset of S of width
w+(v) and height w−(v) obtained
from k steps of cutting and stacking.
Weight functions w± Transverse measures to verti-
cal/horizontal foliations
Minimal/periodic components in the
decomposition (6) of the positive
(resp. negative) part of (B, w±,≤r,s)
Minimal/periodic components of the
vertical (resp. horizontal) translation
flow on S.
Shift operator σ Teichmu¨ller deformation
Table 6.1. A dictionary.
the cutting and stacking steps of B′ (after the first stage) agree with those
of B−, the left/right edge identifications for S(σ(B, w±,≤r,s)) given by the
limit map f ′ (obtained from the cutting-and-stacking operations) used to
define them agree with those obtained by deforming the surface and cutting
and stacking, i.e., the ones for the surface R(S(B, w±,≤r,s)). 
The shift σ on a Bratteli diagram yields a sequence of surfaces
Sk(B, w±,≤r,s) := S(σk(B, w±,≤r,s)) = (Bk, w±k ,≤kr,s)
which are obtained as a shift on the starting Bratteli diagram B and by
rescaling the weights in the shifted diagram by the appropriate quantities.
We will denote by Rk the map satisfying
(17) Rk(S(B, w±,≤r,s)) = S(σk(B, w±,≤r,s)),
which is obtained through composition of maps of the type defined in (16).
By Proposition 6.3, for each k the surface Sk(B, w±,≤r,s) is obtained by
deforming S(B, w±,≤r,s) for time tk and then cutting and stacking.
7. Dynamical properties of the translation flow
In this section we will exhibit flat surfaces whose translation flows exhibit
a variety of phenomena which cannot occur for translation flows on flat
surfaces of finite type. It is known that translation flows for compact flat
surfaces are not mixing [31], have zero topological entropy, and admit finitely
many ergodic invariant measures [43]. We show that these limitations do
not apply to flat surfaces of infinite type and finite area. We show the
existence of flat surfaces of infinite type and finite area whose translation
flow is mixing (Corollary 7.2 of §7.1), flat surfaces whose translation flows
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have positive topological entropy (§7.2.3), and translation flows which are
minimal and admit uncountably many ergodic invariant measures (§7.2.2).
In fact, Theorem 7.1 shows that any finite entropy, ergodic aperiodic flow
on a finite measure Lebesgue space can be realized by the translation flow
of a flat surface.
7.1. The range of dynamical behaviors of translation flows. The
main goal of this subsection is to establish the following theorem, which
implies Theorem 1.2.
Theorem 7.1. Let ϕt be a measurable ergodic aperiodic flow on a finite
measure Lebesgue space (X,µ) with finite entropy h(ϕ1). Then there exists
an ordered, weighted Bratteli diagram (B, w±,≤r,s) with |V0| = 2 such that
the vertical flow on S(B, w±,≤r,s) is isomorphic to ϕt.
Theorem 7.1 shows that translation flows on flat surfaces of infinite type
exhibit a wide range of measure-theoretic dynamical properties (in marked
contrast to the much more restricted range of behaviors possible for finite
type flat surfaces). In particular, for example, if we take ϕt to be the horocy-
cle flow on the unit tangent bundle of a compact Riemann surface of constant
negative curvature, we obtain the following result.
Corollary 7.2. There exist translation flows on flat surfaces of infinite
genus that are mixing.
Corollary 7.2 shows that there exist mixing translation flows on surfaces
on infinite type, but gives no concrete example. We believe that the cutting
and stacking transformation in §7.2.1 is a good candidate to yield a mixing
translation flow if suspended appropriately (see Conjecture 7.8).
A flow built under a function is given by a quadruple (B, T,m, f), where
B, the base, is a non-atomic Lebesgue space with measure m (either finite or
σ-finite), T is a measure-preserving automorphism of B, and f : B → R+ is
an m-measurable map from B to R+ with
∑∞
i=0 f(T
i(b)) =∞ for all b ∈ B
and
∫
B fdm = 1. On the set
Ω = {(b, x) : b ∈ B, 0 ≤ x < f(b)}
a measure is given by the restriction of the completed product measure m ·λ
to Ω, where λ denotes Lebesgue measure. The measure-preserving flow ϕt
is defined by
ϕt(b, x) =
T i(b), x+ t− i−1∑
j=0
f(T j(b))
 ,
where i is the unique integer such that
i−1∑
j=0
f(T j(b)) ≤ x+ t <
i∑
j=0
f(T j(b)).
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Theorem 7.3. ([4]) Any aperiodic measure-preserving automorphism of a
unit measure Lebesgue space is measurably isomorphic to a cutting and stack-
ing map on the unit interval with Lebesgue measure.
Ambrose characterized the flows isomorphic to those built under a con-
stant function: those whose corresponding unitary group has eigenfunction
with nonzero eigenvalue ([3]). Combining Ambrose’s theorem with Theorem
7.3 immediately yields a characterization of flows on flat surfaces built from
a single rectangle according to our construction.
Corollary 7.4. Let ϕt be a measure-preserving flow on a unit measure
Lebesgue space. Then the flow ϕt is measurably isomorphic to the vertical
flow on some surface S(B, w±,≤r,s) corresponding to a fully-ordered finite-
weighted diagram (B, w±,≤r,s) with |V0| = 1 if and only if the unitary group
corresponding to ϕt has an eigenfunction with nonzero eigenvalue.
Ambrose ([3]) proved that if ϕt is a measurable, measure-preserving er-
godic flow on a Lebesgue space of finite measure, then there is a flow built
under a function (B, T,m, f), with m(B) <∞ and f bounded strictly away
from 0 and ∞, that is isomorphic to ϕt. It is not clear how to apply this re-
sult to obtain flat surfaces, since the construction in §6.1.1 uses rectangles –
i.e. intervals on which the height function f is constant. However, a stronger
version of this theorem, due to Rudolph ([38]), shows that the function f can
be chosen so that it takes on only two values, and the associated partition
is generating:
Theorem 7.5. ([38]) Let ϕt be a measurable ergodic aperiodic flow on a
finite measure Lebesgue space (X,µ) with finite entropy h(ϕ1). Fix p, q > 0
such that p/q is irrational and h(ϕ1) <
2
p+q . Then there is a finite measure-
preserving flow built under a function (B, T,m, pχP + qχP c) with m(B) =
m(P∪P c) = 1, that is isomorphic to ϕt, and (P, P c) is a generating partition
for T on B.
Theorem 7.5 is almost enough to apply the technique of §6.1.1 to build flat
surfaces from rectangles, but we need a refinement to the theorem: we must
be able to assume that the transformation of the base is an infinite interval
exchange map and that the height function pχP + qχP c is constant on each
interval.
The proof in [4] of Theorem 7.3 shows how to construct a cutting a stacking
model of the base transformation T . We can slightly modify this process so
that each level of the stacks constructed at each stage is contained entirely
in P or P c, thus ensuring that the height function pχP + qχP c is constant
over each interval.
Proposition 7.6. Let ϕt be a measurable ergodic aperiodic flow on a finite
measure Lebesgue space with finite entropy h(ϕ1). Fix p, q > 0 such that p/q
is irrational and h(ϕ1) <
2
p+q . Then there is a finite measure-preserving flow
built under a function (B, T,m, pχP +qχP c) such that m(B) = m(P ∪P c) =
1, T is a cutting and stacking transformation on [0, 1], and pχP + qχP c
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is constant on each interval of the infinite interval exchange map T on B
associated to the cutting and stacking transformation.
To prove Proposition 7.6, we must thus ensure that at each step of the
cutting and stacking process described in the proof [4] of Theorem 7.3, the
stacks can be further subdivided into narrower stacks so that each level is
contained in either P or P c. We carry out the details of this process in the
proof below.
We first recall some definitions. For a measurable dynamical system
(X,A, T, µ) and a partition Q = {Q1, . . . , Qk} of X, the partition Q is
said to be generating for T if
∨∞
j=0 T
−j(Q) = A. Given a Rokhlin tower
with height n and base B, and a finite partition P, purifying the tower with
respect to P means partitioning the base B into sets Bm, 1 ≤ m ≤M such
that for each 0 ≤ j < n, the set T j(Bm) is contained in a single set of the
partition P. The configuration Bm, T (Bm), . . . , Tn−1(Bm) is called a pure
column with respect to P.
Proof. By Theorem 7.5, we may assume that ϕt is a flow built under a
function
(B, T,m, pχP + qχP c)
such that m(B) = m(P ∪ P c) = 1 and (P, P c) is generating for T . Since ϕt
is aperiodic, (B,A,m, T ) is also an aperiodic measure-preserving dynamical
system (here A denotes the σ-algebra m-measurable subsets of B).
Following [4], we denote by T (L, n, ) a Rokhlin tower of height n and
base L with residual set of measure , so that the sets
L, T (L), . . . , Tn−1(L)
are disjoint and µ(|T |) = 1− , where we define |T (L, n, )| := ⋃n−1j=0 T j(L).
We fix a sequence of Rokhlin towers {T (Lj , nj , j)}n∈N such that nj ↗ ∞,
↘ 0, and for each j ∈ N,(|Tj+1| \ (Lj+1 ∪ Tnj+1−1(Lj+1))) ⊃ |Tj |,
where Lj denotes the base level of Tj . That such a sequence of Rokhlin
towers exists is proven in [4].
Define a sequence of partitions {Pi}i∈N of B by setting P1 = (P, P c) and
for i > 1 setting
Pi =
i−1∨
j=1
(|Tj |, |Tj |c)
 ∨
i−1∨
j=0
(
T−j(P ), T−j(P c)
) .
Each Pi is a finite partition of B, Pi+1 is a refinement of Pi, and
∨∞
i=1 Pi = A
because (P, P c) is generating for T .
We will now use the Rokhlin towers Ti to define a cutting and stacking
process on a real interval I = [0, 1]. We will use Si to denote the i
th stack
in the process.
To determine the stack S1, we first purify the Rokhlin tower T1 with
respect to P1. In other words, partition L1 into maximal sets L1,1, . . . , L1,M1
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so that for all 0 ≤ n ≤ n1 and all 1 ≤ k ≤M1, the set Tn(L1,k) lies entirely
within a single set of P1. For each 1 ≤ k ≤ M1, form a column C1,k in S1
of height n1 and width m(L1,k). Thus S1 consists of M1 columns, each with
n1 levels, and there is a measure-preserving bijection (call the bijection φ1)
between the set of levels of S1 and the set of levels of the P1-pure columns
comprising T1. Furthermore, φ1 preserves the property of one level being
immediately above another level, i.e. a level A1 is immediately above a level
A2 in a P1-pure column of T1 if and only if φ1(A1) is immediately above
φ(A2) in a column of S1.
To determine the stack S2, we first purify the Rokhlin tower T2 with re-
spect to P2. This determines a partition of L2 into maximal sets L2,1, . . . , L1,M2
so that for all 0 ≤ n ≤ n2 and all 1 ≤ k ≤M2, the set Tn(L2,k) lies entirely
within a single set of P2. Each P2-pure column in T2 contains “blocks” from
|T1| (i.e. n1 successive levels consisting entirely of points from T1), as well as
levels contained in |T1|c. Since P2 is a refinement of P1, each of these“blocks”
is a subset of a single P1-column in T1. The condition that
|T2| \ (L2 ∪ Tn2−1(L2)) ⊃ |T1|
ensures that each block consists of precisely n1 levels – a block does not run
off the top or bottom of the P2-pure column. For each 1 ≤ k ≤M2, we will
form a column C2,k in S2 of height n2 and width m(L1,k) as follows. For each
level of the P2-pure column over L2,k that is contained in T c1 , add a “spacer”
level of width m(L2,k), and for each “block” of levels which is a subset of a
P1-pure column of T1, cut and use a width-m(L2,k) subcolumn of the column
in S1 corresponding via φ1 to that P1-pure column of T1. Thus S2 consists of
M2 columns, each of height n2, and there is a measure-preserving bijection
between the set of levels of S2 and the set of levels of the P2-pure columns
comprising T2. Furthermore, the bijection φ2 preserves the property of one
level being immediately over another level. We note also that S2 is obtained
from S1 via cutting and stacking.
This procedure is repeated inductively, yielding a sequence of stacks Si
obtained via cutting and stacking such that Si consists of Mi columns, each
of height ni, and there is a measure-preserving bijection φi between the set
of levels of Si and the set of levels of the Pi-pure columns comprising Ti, and
φi preserves the property of one level being immediately above another level.
Define R to be the limiting map on I defined by the cutting and stacking
process.
As a consequence of the fact that
∨
i Pi = A, the maps φi determine a
measure-preserving embedding of A into the σ-algebra of Borel subsets of
the interval I with Lebesgue measure. The measure space (B,A,m) is a
standard Lebesgue space. As such, each point x ∈ B is the intersection of
a decreasing sequence of sets {Ci}i∈N where Ci is a level of a pure column
comprising Ti. The sequence {φi(Ci)}i∈N is a decreasing sequence of nested
intervals, say I1, I2, . . . , whose intersection ∩∞i=1Ii has measure 0, and is thus
a point a ∈ I. We can thus define φ(x) = a. The map φ : B → I is
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thus a measurable, measure-preserving isomorphism between the systems
(B,A,m, T ) and (I,B, λ,R), where B denotes the Borel σ-algebra on I.
The stacks Si have been constructed so that each level of each stack is in
bijection with some level of a Pj-pure column, for some j. Define a function
f whose domain is the collection of levels of the columns Si for all i, by
f(A) = (pχP + qχP c)(φ
−1
j (A)) for a level A in stack Sj . (The function f is
well-defined because pχP + qχP c is constant on the set φ
−1
j (A), since it is a
level of a Pj-pure column, and hence contained in either P or P c.) It follows
immediately that the flows built under functions (T,B,m, pχP + qχP c) and
(R, I, λ, f) are isomorphic, and (R, I, λ, f) is the desired system. 
Lemma 7.7. The sets P and P c in the statement of Proposition 7.6 may
be assumed to each consist of a single subinterval of B.
Proof. It did not matter which specific subintervals of I were used to form
the stacks Si in the proof of Proposition 7.6. The inductive nature of the
construction of the stacks Si provides an order on the intervals – we simply
order them according to the order in which we first use an interval when
performing the cutting and stacking process. Thus, we might, for example,
take the intervals on which f takes the value p starting from the left side
of I, and take the intervals on which f takes the value q starting from the
right side of I, and work toward the middle. 
The proof of Proposition 7.6 yields the construction of a cutting and
stacking map from an measure preserving transformation. Each one of the
steps of this construction can be recorded as the positive part of an ordered
Bratteli diagram B. Combining Proposition 7.6 and Lemma 7.7 immediately
proves Theorem 7.1.
7.2. Examples of surfaces which exhibit certain dynamical proper-
ties.
7.2.1. Suspensions of staircase transformations. We mention a specific class
of examples of cutting and stacking transformations which are known to
be mixing. Informally, a staircase transformation is a cutting and stacking
transformation with a sequence {rn} of natural numbers with rn → ∞ as
n → ∞ so that at the nth stage the nth stack, which consists of a single
column, is cut into rn subcolumns {cn,1, . . . , cn,rn} of equal widths and sn,j
spacers are added over the subcolumn cn,j before stacking the subcolumns in
order from left to right. In this setup it is always assumed that the sequences
rn, sn,j are such that the limiting transformation is defined over a set of finite
measure. The first staircase transformation explicitly shown to be mixing
[2] was Smorodinsky’s staircase, where rn = n + 1 and sn,j = j, although
Ornstein had proved that for a family of staircases defined over some param-
eter space, the typical staircase transformation is mixing [33]. In [17] there
is a characterization of mixing staircase transformations in terms of uniform
convergence of certain averages of partial sums of the spacer sequence {sn,j}.
In particular, the authors show that all polynomial staircase transformations
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(roughly, sn,j is a polynomial pn(j), where the degree and coefficients of pn
are bounded uniformly for all n with some additional conditions) are mixing.
Since staircase transformations use spacers, they can be encoded in Brat-
teli diagrams (B,w+,≤r,s) where each level has two vertices, one correspond-
ing to the spacers, one for the rest (see §6.2 for a concrete example).
Conjecture 7.8. Let (B, w±,≤r,s) be a Bratteli diagram whose positive part
encodes a mixing staircase transformation and the negative part is given by
the constant 2× 2 identity matrix. Then for V0 = {v1, v2}, and w−(v1) = p,
w−(v2) = q with p/q irrational, the vertical flow on S(B, w±,≤r,s) is mixing.
Figure 6. The first parts of the Bratteli diagram and
cutting-and-stacking steps for the Pascal adic transformation.
7.2.2. The Pascal adic transformation. Let ci = i+ 1 for each integer i ≥ 0.
(Recall ci := |Vi|.) Denote the elements of Vi by vi1, . . . , vici and order them
accordingly. For each i ∈ N, define the incidence matrix Fi = [f iv,w] to be
the ci × c(i−1) matrix with entries
f i
vi−1j ,v
i
k
=
{
1 if k = j or k = j + 1
0 otherwise
Define the partial orders ≤s and ≤r as indicated in Figure 6, using the
left-right ordering convention described in §6.1.3. The Vershik map T :
X \Xmax → X \Xmin is called the Pascal adic transformation.
For any p ∈ (0, 1), define a weight function ωp on the set of edges by
ωp(e) =
{
p if k = j
(1− p) if k = j + 1
where j and k are defined by S(e) = vi−1j and R(e) = v
i
k.
It is well known that the invariant ergodic Borel probability measures
for the Pascal adic transformation are precisely the measures ωp (which are
called Bernoulli measures) (see [32]). In fact, the Pascal adic transformation
is totally ergodic (every power Tn is ergodic) for each ωp. The Bernoulli
measures ωp are all mutually singular, and atomless. Whether or not the
Pascal adic transformation is weak mixing is an open question.
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For each p ∈ (0, 1), we may form a flat surface S(B, w±,≤r,s) where the
positive part of (B,≤r,s) coincides with the Pascal Bratteli diagram in Figure
6. The geometry of this surface depends on p; the widths of the intervals in
the interval exchange transformation used to identify the top and bottom of
the rectangles are determined in the cutting and stacking process by cutting
the stacks into subcolumns of relative widths p and 1−p. Thus, the measure
ωp on the diagram corresponds with Lebesgue measure on the surface. Each
of the measures ωq with q 6= p, corresponds to a measure on the surface that
is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure.
Thus, the vertical translation flow on any such surface is minimal and
has uncountably many ergodic, finite invariant measures. This phenomenon
(having infinitely many ergodic invariant probability measures) does not
occur for translation flows on surfaces of finite type.
7.2.3. Chaotic translation flows. We will review the concept of independent
cutting and stacking, considered in [39] to construct cutting and stacking
transformations with chaotic properties. Consider a collection of columns
of intervals C0 = {C1, . . . , Cq}, where each Ci is a ordered collection of
h(Ci) intervals of the same width w(Ci), each one stacked on top of the
previous with the condition that
∑
i h(C
i)w(Ci) = 1. Denote by Ci ∗Cj the
stacking of column Cj on top of column Ci (for which it is necessary that
w(Ci) = w(Cj)). We will denote w(C0) :=
∑
iw(C
i).
Independent stacking is done as follows. Starting with the q intervals
(columns of height 1) C0 = {C1, . . . , Cq} of the same width, cut each column
Ci into 2q subtowers Cij , j = 1, . . . , 2q, and stack them into q
2 towers C1 =
{Cˆi,j}i,j≤q by
Cˆi,j = Cij ∗ Cjq+i 1 ≤ i ≤ q 1 ≤ j ≤ q.
Note that
∑
l w(C
l) = 2
∑
i,j w(Cˆ
i,j). Iterating the independent cutting and
stacking procedure, we obtain a sequence of collections of towers Ck where
a map is defined on all but the top levels. This map limits to a piecewise
isometry of the unit interval T (C0), since the iterative construction depends
on the starting tower C0.
Let Pn be the partition of the unit interval making up Cn. The following
summarizes the properties of transformations obtained through independent
cutting and stacking.
Theorem 7.9 ([39]). The following hold for independent cutting and stack-
ing.
(1) Pn is a Markov partition for T (C0).
(2) If two columns of some Ck have height which differ by 1 or, more
generally, if for some k the greatest common divisor of the heights of
the columns of k is 1, then T (C0) is mixing, and therefore Bernoulli.
(3) The topological entropy of T (C0) is w(C0) log(q0), where q0 is the
number of towers in C0.
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Any independent cutting and stacking procedure can be written as a
weighted, ordered Bratteli diagram (B+, w−,≤+r,s).
Corollary 7.10. Let (B, w±,≤r,s) be a Bratteli diagram whose positive part
is realized by an independent cutting and stacking transformation and nega-
tive part given by the |C0| × |C0| identity matrix. Then the vertical flow on
S(B, w±,≤r,s) has topological entropy w(C0) log(q0), where q0 = |C0| is the
number of towers in C0.
8. Ergodicity
In this section we give a criterion for ergodicity of the vertical flow on
surfaces constructed from diagrams following the construction described in
§6. We then derive some corollaries and show some applications of the
criterion through examples before giving the proof at the end of the section.
8.1. A criterion. In this section we adapt Theorem 3.1 to fit our setting
and the dictionary developed in §6. We use the same notation as in section
6.3. We will need the following notion to state our criterion.
Definition 8.1. Let B = (E ,V) be a Bratteli diagram. Suppose that, for
any k ∈ N∪{0} there exists numbers k+, k− ∈ N such that for any v, w ∈ Vk,
there exist rk = rk(v, w) > 0, paths q0, p1, q1, . . . , qrk , prk with qi ∈ Ek,k+k+ ∪
Ek,k−k− , pi ∈ Ek+k+,k ∪ Ek−k−,k, such that
(1) r(qi) = s(pi+1) for 0 ≤ i < rk,
(2) r(pi) = s(qi) for 0 ≤ i ≤ rk.
The tunneling distance function is the function ∆±B : k 7→ (k+, k−) ∈
(N∪{∞})2 defined, for k ∈ N, as the minimal pair (k+, k−) which satisfies the
conditions above, when they exist. By minimal pair we mean that if (k+∗ , k−∗ )
also satisfy the above conditions, then k+ ≤ k+∗ and k− ≤ k−∗ . When no
such k+ or k− exist, they take the value ∞. The individual components
∆+B (k) = k
+ and ∆−B (k) = k
− are, respectively, the positive and negative
tunneling distances.
Remark 8.2. The tunneling distance function measures, in some sense, the
connectivity of a Bratteli diagram at each level. This can be seen as follows:
for any k and for any two vertices v, w at the level Vk, we want to find the
shortest way to connect them by paths. Since there are no paths connecting
vertices in Vk, we must find paths which go through other vertex levels in
order to find a connecting path between vertex v and w. The definition of
∆±B (k) guarantees that for any two v, w ∈ Vk it suffices to look for paths
between the levels Vk−∆−B (k) and Vk+∆+B (k) to achieve this.
By this measure of connectivity, it can be seen that if ∆+B (k) = ∞ for
some k ≥ 0, the Bratteli diagram consists, essentially, of a disconnected
graph beyond level k. This is an obstruction to ergodicity for any adic
transformation defined from the positive part of B since this would allow
there to be disjoint, invariant sets of positive measure.
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An equivalent definition of the function ∆±B is the following. Let {Fi}i∈Z\{0}
be the matrices describing the transitions between levels of the Bratteli dia-
gram B. The value k+ = ∆+B (k) is the smallest natural number so that the
product
(Fk+k+ · · · Fk+1)T (Fk+k+ · · · Fk+1)
has all non-zero entries (when it exists). Similarly, the value k− = ∆−B (k) is
the smallest natural number so that the product
(Fk · · · Fk−k−+1)(Fk · · · Fk−k−+1)T
has all non-zero entries.
Remark 8.3. The condition that for any k > 0, the value ∆+B (k) <∞ is a
weaker condition than the non-stationary primitivity condition in [22] which
is that for any k > 0 there exists an m > 0 such that FkFk+1 · · · Fk+m has
all non-zero entries. In particular, the condition that ∆+B (k) < ∞ for all
k > 0 is necessary for ergodicity (see Remark 8.2) and is satisfied in some
cases by the non-stationary primitivity condition. For example, the Chacon
transformation in §6.2 satisfies ∆+B (k) = 1 for all k ≥ 0 while fails to satisfy
the primitivity condition in [22].
Theorem 8.4. Let (B, w±,≤r,s) be diagram with ∆±B (k) <∞ for all k ≥ 0
and such that, in the decomposition (6) of its positive part, XB+ has one
minimal component and that w+(x) = 0 for every element x in a periodic
component. Suppose that for every η > 0 there exists a sequence {εk}k∈N
with
(18) εk ≤ min
1≤i≤|Vk|
{
h¯ki
2
,
¯`k
i
2
}
such that, for
(19) δk := min
 minv∈V
k+∆+B (k)
{
etk
2
w+(v)
}
, min
v∈σk(V)−∆−B (0)
{
w−k (v)
2
}
and
(20) σk ≡ 1 +
|Vk|∑
i=1
h¯ki
we have that
(21) 2εkσk ≤ η and
∑
k∈N
(
ε−2k σk +
|Vk| − 1
δk
)−2
=∞.
Then any adic transformation Φ defined from the positive part of B is ergodic
with respect to the probability measure defined by the weight w+. Moreover,
the vertical flow on S(B, w±,≤r,s) is ergodic with respect to the Lebesgue
measure.
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Remark 8.5. We note that although we need the orders ≤r,s to construct a
flat surface, the above criterion is independent of the orders: the orders may
change the topology of the surface when it is constructed, but the geometry
is dictated by the weight functions w±. Since it is the evolution geometry
which we seek to control, the only relevant quantities in the above theorem
come from w±.
Remark 8.6. The actual proof of the theorem will show that even if ∆−B (k) =
∞ for any k ≥ 0, the theorem still applies by changing the quantity δk in
(19) to
δk =
etk
2
min
v∈V
k+∆+B (k)
{w+(v)}.
In fact, the theorem could be stated under the assumption that ∆+B (k) <∞
for all k ≥ 0 and change the definition of δk as above. We do not know of
any examples for which it is advantageous to state it in one form or another.
We now derive some corollaries from Theorem 8.4.
Definition 8.7. An ordered Bratteli diagram (B,≤r,s) is stationary if there
is a number N > 0 such that the transition matrices satisfy Fk = Fk+Ni for
all k, i and all the orders are repeat correspondingly.
Corollary 8.8. Let (B, w±,≤r,s) be a stationary diagram with ∆+B (0) <∞
and w+(x) = 0 for every path in a periodic component. Then the Veech
group of the surface S(B, w±,≤r,s) is not trivial. Moreover, the vertical flow
of S(B, w±,≤r,s) is ergodic with respect to the Lebesgue measure and any
adic transformation defined on the positive part of B is ergodic with respect
to the measure defined by w+.
Proof. Without loss of generality (in particular, by telescoping), we can as-
sume the diagram B is defined by a single transition matrix F along with
some orderings and with ∆+B (k) = 1 for all k ≥ 0. Since B is stationary,
the renormalization maps (17) induce an affine, hyperbolic automorphism
of S(B, w±,≤r,s), so its Veech group is not trivial. Moreover, by the defini-
tion of stationary, all the relevant geometric quantities required for Theorem
8.4 are constant for every k, making the sum (21) diverge. It follows that
the vertical flow of S(B, w±,≤r,s) is ergodic with respect to the Lebesgue
measure. 
Definition 8.9. A Bratteli diagram (B,≤r,s) is eventually stationary if there
is a number K such that for all k > K, up to telescoping, there is only one
matrix and orders (F,≤r,s) describing the transition between the kth and
(k + 1)st level of B.
Corollary 8.10. Suppose the positive part of (B, w±,≤r,s) is eventually sta-
tionary, ∆+B (k) <∞ for infinitely many k ∈ N, and w+(x) = 0 for every path
in a periodic component. Then the vertical flow of S(B, w±,≤r,s) is ergodic
with respect to the Lebesgue measure and any adic transformation defined on
the positive part of B is ergodic with respect to the measure defined by w+.
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Proof. Since the positive part of (B, w±,≤r,s) is eventually stationary, the
positive part of σn(B, w±,≤r,s), for all n large enough, is stationary and
(up to telescoping) given by a single matrix and its orderings (F ∗,≤r,s).
Since the renormalization maps (17) induce a topological conjugacy between
the vertical flow of S(B, w±,≤r,s) and that of Rk(S(B, w±,≤r,s)) for any
k, and the vertical flow only depends on the positive part of a weighted,
ordered Bratteli diagram, we can consider the stationary diagram given by
(F ∗,≤r,s). By Corollary 8.8, the vertical flow for the surface constructed by
this stationary diagram is ergodic, and therefore so is the vertical flow of
S(B, w±,≤r,s) through the topological conjugacy. 
8.2. Applications of Theorem 8.4.
8.2.1. A very symmetric example. We consider the system given by the Brat-
teli diagram in Figure 7. This generalizes an example given in [21].
In this system, for the positive part of the diagram B, there are p vertices
on the kth level of the Bratteli diagram and the p× p matrix Fk is given by
(22) Fk =

nk 1 · · · 1
1 nk · · · 1
...
...
. . .
...
1 1 · · · nk

for some sequence nk. Since |V0| = 1, we take the negative part of the
diagram B to be the stationary diagram given by the matrix 1.
Theorem 8.11. Let B be the Bratteli diagram depicted in Figure 7, with
|Vk| = p, for some p > 0 and for all k > 0, and with transition matrices Fk
as in (22) for some sequence {nk}k∈N. If
(23)
∑
k>0
1
n2k
=∞
then the Bratteli-Vershik system defined by B is ergodic.
It is known that when p = 2, the exponent 2 in (23) is not optimal (see
[21]). We do not know whether it is optimal for other choices of p.
Proof. The symmetry of this system yields uniform heights and widths of
the towers defined for vertices at any given level. More precisely, we have
that
`ki =
1
p
∏k−1
i=1 (ni + p− 1)
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , p}. This, combined with (ii) in definition 4.15, gives that
hki =
k−1∏
i=1
(ni + p− 1).
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• |V0| = 1
•
···n1 ···
•
···n1 ···
· · · •
···n1 ···
•
···n1 ···
|V1| = p
• • ... • • |V2| = p
•
···nk ···
•
···nk ···
... •
···nk ···
•
···nk ···
|Vk| = p
• • ... • • |Vk+1| = p
Figure 7. Bratteli diagram for our symmetric example.
Our renormalization times are
tk = − log
(
p∑
i=1
`ki
)
= log
(
k−1∏
i=1
(ni + p− 1)
)
so we have that ¯`ki = p
−1 and h¯ki = 1 for all k > 0 and all i ∈ {1, . . . , p}. We
also have that σk = p+ 1 and finally that
δk =
1
2(nk−1 + p− 1) .
We can choose εk so that ε
−2
k σk = 4(p+ 1)
3/η ≡ Cη and thus we can rewrite
(21) now as(
ε−2k σk +
|Vk| − 1
δk
)−2
=
1
(Cη + 2(p− 1)(nk−1 + p− 1))2 .
Theorem 8.11 follows from this. 
8.2.2. An explosive example. We now consider the system given by modify-
ing the Bratteli diagram in Figure 7 in the following way. In this system,
for the positive part of B, there are pk vertices on the kth level given by
some sequence {pk}k∈N and the pk+1 × pk matrix Fk has entries fki,j = nk
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , pk+1} and j ∈ {1, . . . , pk}, where the nk are given by some
sequence {nk}k∈N. We again consider the negative part of B to be given by
the p0 × p0 identity matrix.
Theorem 8.12. Let B be the Bratteli diagram described above with |Vk| = pk
whose transition matrices satisfy fki,j = nk, where {nk} and {pk} are some
sequences. If ∑
k>0
1
((pk + 1)3 + pk−1nk−1)2
=∞
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then the Bratteli-Vershik system defined by B is ergodic.
Corollary 8.13. Consider the Bratteli diagram described above. If nk−1pk−1 ≤
pk for all k, and if
(24)
∑
k>0
1
p6k
=∞
then the associated Bratteli-Vershik system is ergodic. In particular, if there
is an N such that nk < N for all k and pk = |Vk| ≤ |Vk+1| = pk+1 for all
k and (24) holds, the system is ergodic. Moreover, if there exists a P such
that pk < P for all k, the condition (23) for the sequence {nk} is sufficient
for ergodicity.
Proof of Theorem 8.12. We again take advantage of this system’s symmetry
to explicitly compute all the relevant quantities. We have uniform heights
and widths of the towers defined for vertices at any given level. More pre-
cisely, we have that
`ki =
1
pk
∏k−1
i=1 (nipi)
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , pk}. Combined with (ii) in definition 4.15, this gives
hki = pk
k−1∏
i=1
nipi.
Our renormalization times are
tk = − log
(
p∑
i=1
`ki
)
= log
(
k−1∏
i=1
nipi
)
so we have that ¯`ki = p
−1
k and h¯
k
i = 1 for all k > 0 and all i ∈ {1, . . . , pk}.
We also have that σk = pk + 1 and finally that
δk =
pk
2(nk−1pk−1)
.
We can choose εk so that ε
−2
k σk = 4(pk+1)
3/η ≡ Cη and thus we can rewrite
(21) now as(
ε−2k σk +
|Vk| − 1
δk
)−2
=
1
(2η−1(pk + 1)3 + rkpk−1nk−1)2
where rk =
pk−1
pk
< 1. 
8.2.3. The Arnoux-Yoccoz-Bowman surface. In the early 80’s, Arnoux and
Yoccoz [5] constructed a family of flat surfaces, one of every genus g ≥ 3.
These served as examples of surfaces carrying pseudo Anosov maps, which
where not well-understood as the theory was still in its infancy. It was
eventually shown that the Veech groups of these surfaces are quite peculiar:
they do not contain parabolic elements [29]. One usually expects that if
the Veech group of a flat surface has an infinite subgroup of hyperbolic
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automorphisms, then it is generated by parabolic elements. For the Arnoux-
Yoccoz family of surfaces, this was shown not to be the case.
Figure 8. The Arnoux-Yoccoz-Bowman surface: A Bratteli
diagram that defines it and its rectangle representation as in
(10).
.
Bowman [10] has taken the geometric limit of this family of surfaces as
the genus goes to infinity. The limiting surface will be referred to as the
Arnoux-Bowman-Yoccoz surface, and it is depicted in Figure 8. Bowman
showed that the vertical and horizontal flows of this surface are ergodic.
This surface has finite area and, much like its finite-genus “subsurfaces”, the
Veech group of this surface contains no parabolic elements. In fact Bowman
showed that the Veech group of this surface is isomorphic to Z× Z2, where
the infinite subgroup is generated by the map which expands the horizontal
direction by a factor of 2 while contracting the vertical by a factor of 12 (as
shown in figure 8). By Corollary 8.10, we can also recover the fact that the
vertical and horizontal flows of this surface are ergodic.
8.2.4. The Chacon middle third transformation revisited. Recall Chacon’s
middle third transformation, described in §6.2. Since the Bratteli diagram
is stationary and ∆+B (0) = 1 we can apply Corollary 8.8 to obtain ergodic-
ity of the translation flow of the corresponding surface. Note that the tail
equivalence relation is not ergodic: there is an atomic invariant measure
supported on the path going along the right-most edge in Figure 5.
8.2.5. The Hajian-Kakutani skyscraper. Cutting and stacking can also be
used to define ergodic transformations on infinite intervals. The Hajian-
Kakutani Skyscraper is an example of an infinite measure-preserving, in-
vertible, rank-one, ergodic transformation. We briefly review the cutting
and stacking procedure to define this transformation.
Starting with the interval [0, 1) (our zeroth tower), we cut it into two
intervals of equal length, place 2 spacers over the second interval, and define
the first map as the “moving up one level” linear map on the first tower
obtained by stacking [12 , 1) and the two spacers above it above [0,
1
2). The
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map is now defined on [0, 32). Proceeding inductively, we may define the
(k + 1)st map by cutting the kth tower into two subtowers of equal width,
adding 2k spacers above the second subtower, and stacking that over the first
subcolumn. It can be easily checked that the kth map is defined on 4k − 1
intervals of length 2−k. Therefore, the limiting map is defined on [0,∞).
Let us now describe this transformation through a Bratteli diagram. See
Figure 9, where the weight function on each edge emanating from each left-
most vertex is 1/2. By Proposition 4.14, there is a probability measure which
is invariant for the tail equivalence relation for the corresponding diagram.
In fact, there is a unique probability invariant measure, the one supported
on the point x∞, which is the path in XB consisting of the right-most edge
at every level. It is easy to check that any other ergodic invariant probability
measure is not compatible with the diagram.
Figure 9. The Bratteli diagram corresponding to the
Hajian-Kakutani skyscraper.
This is not surprising: we are trying to encode a minimal, ergodic interval
exchange transformation of [0,∞) into a diagram and hoping that there is
a probability invariant measure which reveals meaningful information about
the dynamics. As in §6.2, the point x∞ is also somewhat artificial: it is the
“ghost tower” from which we are getting spacers for the cutting and stacking
transformation. Since the point x∞ in Figure 9 represents an interval of
infinite length from which we get our spacers, it makes sense that the “finite”
invariant measure for the Bratteli diagram is all concentrated in the ghost
towers from which we get spacers.
The tools developed here, however, are still useful to determine ergodicity
of cutting and stacking transformations with respect to Lebesgue measure
even when they are defined on [0,∞). The crucial observation is that such
transformations may be towers over transformations on probability spaces.
Thus, when coding the cutting and stacking transformation through a Brat-
teli diagram, one can apply the tools developed here to the base transfor-
mation over which the tower is built. If Theorem 8.4 can be applied to it,
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then it follows that the tower transformation is ergodic. This is true for the
example at hand, the Hajian-Kakutani skyscraper; it can be easily seen to
be a tower over the dyadic odometer (see Figure 9).
8.3. Proof of Theorem 8.4. Our strategy to apply Theorem 3.1 is as
follows: since we are looking for a one-parameter family of good subsets Sε(t),t
which cover most of the surface and does not degenerate (geometrically) too
quickly so that it satisfies (4), we will find a sequence of good such subsets
along the sequence of times tk → ∞ given by (14). Using these times and
the renormalization maps (17) we will see that conditions (21) satisfy (i)-(iii)
in Theorem 3.1 and that (21) is sufficient to satisfy (4).
Proof. Since we assumed that w+(x) = 0 for every element of a periodic com-
ponent of XB+ , there are no cylinders for the vertical flow on S(B, w±,≤r,s).
Let η > 0 be given.
The sequence εk to be chosen will correspond to the value of ε(t) for the
sequence of times tk →∞ in (14). We will first choose sets Sε(tk),tk for this
sequence of times satisfying (ii) in Theorem 3.1.
For t = tk, we will let
Sk ≡ Sε(tk),tk =
|Vk|⊔
i=1
R−1k (Sik),
where the Sik are the points of the rectangles composing the towers of the
surface S(σk(B, w±,≤r,s)) which are εk away from the edge of the rectangles,
and the mapRk is defined in (17). To ensure that the sets Sik are well defined
(nonempty), we impose the condition (18). See Figure 10. As such, in order
to satisfy (i) in Theorem 3.1, the sum of the areas of the εk-frames around
the |Vk| towers must be less than η (since the maps Tk are area-preserving).
Figure 10. Decomposition of the surface Sk(B, w±,≤r,s) as
towers. We do not depict the edge identifications along the
boundaries of the rectangles making up the towers.
The area of the εk-frame around the S
i
k is bounded by 2εk(
¯`k
i +h¯
k
i ). There-
fore, summing over all rectangles and recalling that
∑
i
¯`k
i = 1, we see that
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condition (i) in Theorem 3.1 is satisfied if the first equation in (21) is satis-
fied.
The diameter of each Sik is bounded by the diameter of the tower to which
it belongs, and therefore bounded by ¯`ki + h¯
k
i . Therefore, since
∑
i
¯`k
i = 1,
we have that
ε(tk)
−2
Ctk∑
i=1
Ditk in (4) becomes ε−2k
1 + |Vk|∑
i=1
h¯ki
 = ε−2k σk in (21).
We claim now that the quantity δk in Theorem 8.4 corresponds to δtk
in Theorem 3.1. For every pair Sik and S
j
k, we want to find a path which
connects them which stays as far away from Σ as possible. We will choose
paths will go through the edges of the towers making up S(σk(B, w±,≤r,s
)). Since the left/right (top/bottom) identifications of these rectangles are
encoded in the negative (positive) part of σk(B, w±,≤r,s), we need to look at
a finite chunk of the negative (positive) part of σk(B, w±,≤r,s) which gives
us enough information on how to find a path on Sk connecting S
i
k to S
j
k,
possibly going through other sets Slk in the middle. The tunneling function
∆±B gives us precisely enough information to “tunnel through” and find paths
connecting any two sets Sik and S
j
k that stay away from the singularities as
much as possible.
Let Rik denote the i
th rectangle of S(σk(B, w±,≤r,s)) as in (10) corre-
sponding to the vertex vi ∈ Vk. Let Sik ⊂ Rik, Sjk ⊂ Rjk be two components
of Rk(Sk) and suppose that a left/right edge of Rik is identified to some
right/left edge of Rjk.
We claim that we can connect Sik with S
j
k by a path γ
k
i,j : [0, 1] →
Sk(B, w±,≤r,s) which satisfies
(25) min
t∈[0,1]
dist(γki,j(t),Σ) ≥
1
2
min
v∈σk(V)−∆−B (0)
{w−k (v)}.
By assumption, there is a vertex v′ ∈ Vk−∆−B (k) and paths p ∈ Ek,k−∆−B (k)
and q ∈ Ek−∆−B (k),k such that s(p) = vi, r(p) = v
′ = s(q), and r(q) = vj .
This means that there are horizontal subsets Hi ⊂ Rik and Hj ⊂ Rjk with
interiors isometric to
(0, w+(vl))×
(
0, e−tkhk−∆
−
B (k)
v′
)
for l = i, j such that
H ′l ≡ Rk−∆−B (k) ◦ R
−1
k (Hl) ⊂ Rv
′
k
for both l = i, j since the paths p, q imply Rik and R
j
k came from the
tower/rectangle defined by v′ by the process of cutting and stacking.
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Let Lv′ : [0, 1]→ Sv′k−∆−B (k) be a path whose image is the unique horizontal
line of length w+
k−∆−B (k)
(v′)−2εk−∆−B (k) which separates S
v′
k into subrectangles
of equal area and let L′ be a connected subset of this line whose endpoints
are contained in H ′i and H
′
j , respectively. Let γ : [0, 1] → Sk(B, w±,≤ r, s)
be an injective map parametrizing Rk ◦ R−1k−∆−B (k)(L
′). This path connects
the sets Sik and S
j
k.
It now follows that the curve γ satisfies (25). Indeed, the affine scaling
factor from the map Rk ◦ R−1k−∆−B (k) in the vertical direction is e
t
k−∆−B (k)
−tk
and since the only singularities the path γ gets close to are the ones coming
from the cutting and stacking of Rv
′
k−∆−B (k)
, the path γ stays e−tkhk−∆
−
B (k)
v
away from Σ and therefore satisfies (25).
Suppose now that Rik and R
j
k are connected by some edge identification
on their top/bottom edges. An analogous argument shows that there is a
curve γ : [0, 1]→ Sk(B, w±,≤r,s) connecting Sik with Sjk and satisfying
(26) min
t∈[0,1]
dist(γ(t),Σ) ≥ e
tk
2
min
v∈V
k+∆+B (k)
{w+(v)}.
Therefore, for any two sets Sik and S
j
k, if we can connect them by a path
γ, using (25) and (26), we can do so satisfying
min
t∈[0,1]
dist(γ(t),Σ) ≥ min±
e±tk
2
min
v∈V
k±∆±B (k)
{w±(v)}
and therefore justified our choice for δtk in (19) for (3).
We have showed why
ε(tk)
−2
Ctk∑
i=1
Ditk +
Ctk − 1
δtk
in (4) becomes ε−2k σk +
|Vk| − 1
δk
in (21).
We claim that with such choices, (21) is sufficient for (4). Let µ > 0 be a
real number satisfying 2µ infk(tk−tk−1). Using Teichmu¨ller deformations,
we can deform the surfaces Sk(B, w±,≤r,s) with their corresponding sets
Sik as in Figure 10 in intervals of width µ/2 around tk and thus, for t ∈
(tk − µ2 , tk − µ2 ), obtain the following bounds
(27) Dit ≤ e
µ
2Ditk for all i, ε(t) ≥ e−
µ
2 εk, δt ≥ e−
µ
2 δk.
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Using these bounds, for any other choice of sets Sε(t),t and functions ε(t), Dit
for t ∈ (R\⋃k(tk − µ2 , tk + µ2 )) we have that
∫ ∞
0
(
ε(t)−2
Ct∑
i=1
Dit +
Ct − 1
δt
)−2
dt ≥
∑
k>0
∫ tk+µ2
tk−µ2
(
ε(t)−2
Ct∑
i=1
Dit +
Ct − 1
δt
)−2
dt
≥ µ
∑
k>0
(
e
3µ
2 ε−2k σk + e
µ
2
|Vk| − 1
δk
)−2
≥ µe3µ
∑
k∈N
(
ε−2k σk +
|Vk| − 1
δk
)−2
.
(28)
Therefore, if (21) holds, then (4) holds.
Finally, we point out that the set of trajectories which leave every compact
set correspond to trajectories which go along the left/right edges of the
rectangles obtained through the procedures of cutting and stacking. Since
this set is countable, the set of points which leave every compact set has
zero measure. Therefore, by Theorem 3.1 the vertical flow on S(B, w±,≤r,s)
is ergodic. 
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